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Dear Members and Friends of the

ANS,

This is our second volume of the

ANS Magazine , with many exciting

features, book reviews, and news.

Once again we extend our gratitude

to the advertisers who help to make

this publication possible. And thanks

to their support, we will be able to

send the magazine this time in

envelopes and thus keep this issue’s

cover, illustrating a historical

moment full of numismatic irony (see

page 4), clear of obscuring postal

labels.

As I am writing this letter, the now
famous 1933 Double Eagle, on loan

from the US Mint, sits in our exhibi-

tion at the Federal Reserve Bank of

New York. For one week only, visi-

tors can see an extraordinary display

of US coins in a single case: the

Ultra-High Relief 1907 $20 piece, the

Confederate Half Dollar, the Brasher

Doubloon, the 1804 Dollar and, of

course, the 1933 Double Eagle.

David Tripp and Bob Julian both

have provided perspectives on the

extraordinary story of this ordinary

coin, and we hope that the different

view points will be of interest to our

readers. Both articles were originally

given as oral presentations at the

ANS in New York. Since we have

learned, from our recent membership

survey, that many of our members are

unable to attend the talks in New
York but wish to read them in print,

we begin a new series of published

talks with these two contributions.

The last few months have been

packed with exciting events. At our

annual fundraiser, for example, in

which we honored William

McDonough, the President of the

Federal Reserve Bank of New York,

our guest speaker Kerry Kennedy

Cuomo addressed over 120 guests.

Our summer graduate seminar is also

now in full swing and will run until

the end of July. Thanks to the atten-

tion of our Visiting Scholar Haim

Gitler from the Israel Museum, an

international roster of guest speakers,

including Kenneth Sheedy, Paul

Keyser, John Kroll, Wolfgang

Fischer-Bossert, and Edward E.

Cohen, and of course the curatorial

staff, the six graduate students are

receiving a superb introduction to

numismatics.

We are also looking forward to the

2002 World’s Fair of Money in New
York at the end of July. As always

the ANS will have a table at the show,

but this time we will also offer tours

to visitors of our exhibition

“Drachmas, Doubloons, and Dollars.

A History of Money” at the Federal

Reserve Bank in downtown

Manhattan. The ANS collections and

library on Audubon Terrace will be

open to visitors during the fair. We
hope to see many of you there, at our

downtown exhibition and at our

museum.

Yours truly,

Executive Director

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC SOCIETY
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News iat ic Society
ANS Purchases Digital

Cameras
Following generous donations total-

ing $6,000, the Society purchased a

Nikon Dlx digital camera and

105mm macro lens. This combina-

tion of camera and lens can shoot

coins at nearly 3(KX) dpi resolution

and represents a major upgrade of our

photographic capabilities. An impor-

tant feature of the new setup is the

ability to control the camera directly

from a computer. After a coin is

framed, a single mouse click brings

up an image on the Apple PowerMac
computer to which the camera is

attached via FireWire cable. After

cropping and saving, the image is

then automatically opened in Adobe

Photoshop for finer processing. Once

this stage is complete, all digital

images are integrated into the web-

based collections database for view-

ing over the internet. This smooth

flow of photography from copy-stand

to our web-site is an important com-

ponent of our ongoing efforts to

improve the resources we make
available to scholars and collectors.

2002 Graduate
Seminar
The Society’s nearly half-century-

old role in graduate education contin-

ues this year with the opening on

June l()th of the forty-ninth Graduate

Seminar in Numismatics. With five

Seminar participants and ANS Staff.

Back row: Elena Stolyarik, Michael

Bates, Peter van Alfen, Sebastian

Heath, Frank Campbell. Front row:

Spencer Pope, George Fiske, Shannon
Stewart, Haim Gitler, Julie Langsford-

Johnson, Scott van Horn.

students attending and Haim Gitler of

the Israel Museum, Jerusalem, as the

Visiting Scholar, the seven-week

long seminar promises to be a

rewarding forum for discussion,

debate and the pursuit of individual

research projects. This year’s stu-

dents are George Fiske of Columbia

University, Julie Langsford-Johnson

of Indiana University, Bloomington,

Spencer Pope of Brown University,

Providence, Shannan Stewart, of The

University of Wisconsin, Madison,

and Scott Van Horn of Loyola

University, Chicago. The guest

speakers include Paul Keyser,

Wolfgang Fischer-Bossert, and

Edward E. Cohen, who will also be

leading a seminar discussion on

coinage within the ancient economy.

Interested parties can now also find

the seminar schedule, handouts, and

reading lists on the ANS website at

www.amnumsoc.org/seminar.

Classical Numismatics
Group Makes Pledge
For ANS Web Site

Development
The Society is pleased to announce

that the Classical Numismatics

Group of Lancaster, Pennsylvania

and London, England has pledged

$9,000 towards their implementation

of the Society’s collection manage-

ment database, including a re-work-

ing of the search tools available on

the ANS website.

The first stage of this project is

already underway. The CNG money

was used to purchase a new internal

server and software that allowed the

Society to switch its database to

FileMaker Pro. The great strengths of

FileMaker are its fast searching,

strong reporting features and accessi-

ble user interface. This combination

allows the curatorial staff to maintain

the collection, answer queries and

assist visitors. The CNG pledge will

also go towards improving our web-

based resources. The three major

goals of this effort will be to improve

the design of the search tools, speed

up the search process, and to allow

for regularly scheduled updates of the

public database with the latest infor-

mation from the internal FileMaker

Ira & LarrS
Coins & Cf

Goldberg
LLECTIBLES

Buy
Sell

AuctiIra « Larry Goldberg Coins & Collectibles Inc.
otv Dwvi • Surf 350 • OcvtniY Hius. GA 902 1 2

Tr 310-561 2646 / 900-978-2645 / Fm 310-561 2626
WWW QOIDWffOCOWR.COM
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version. Users can expect to see

results of this work by early fall.

ANS Summer Intern

Working in Coin
Rooms
Eric Li Cheung recently joined the

ANS staff as a summer intern. Eric is

working with Robert W. Hoge,

Curator of American Coins, assisting

with a variety of projects. Eric, a

native of New York City, has just

completed his first year of undergrad-

uate work at Stanford University. He
is a specialist in Early American

coinage and has won numerous

awards for his numismatic achieve-

ments. It is a pleasure for us to have

him for the summer.

Wartenberg Speaker
at 1000th CCC
Meeting
Executive Director Ute Wartenberg

was the guest speaker at the 1000th

meeting banquet of the Chicago Coin

Club on April 6, 2002. The meeting,

which was held in conjunction with

the Chicago International Coin Fair,

attracted a large number of members

of the club. In her talk, “Owls to

Athens - The Dollar of the Ancient

World,” Dr. Wartenberg spoke about

the development of Athenian coins in

the fifth century BC, a period during

which Athens turned into a major

international power.

Numismatic
Ambassador Award
for Wartenberg
On April 6, 2002, at the occasion of

the 1000th meeting banquet.

Executive Director Ute Wartenberg

was awarded a Numismatic

Ambassador Award by Bill Bright,

the numismatic division publisher of

Krause Publications. In her accep-

tance speech Dr. Wartenberg thanked

Krause Publications for this presti-

MORTON & EDEN LTD
in association with Sotheby’s

The new specialist London - based auction

house for Coins and Medals, founded by
the former directors of the Coin and
Medal Department of Sotheby’s.

James Morton and Todd Eden have

established new premises on Maddox Street in the

centre of London (within a 1 minute s walk of

SothebyDs Bond Street offices) and will be holding

regular auctions of coins, medals and banknotes.

Our recent auctions realized just under $1 million and included

Ancient, Islamic, British and World Coins, Medals, Plaquettes,

Banknotes, War Medals and Decorations with prices from under £100

to over £100,00. Whether you are selling or buying please contact us.

45 Maddox Street, London W1S 2PE United Kingdom

Tel: +44(0)20 7493 5344 Fax: +44(0)20 7495 6325

E-mail: info@mortonandeden.com

Interested in Ancient Coinage?
Subscribe to The Celator - a monthly

journal on ancient & medieval coinage.

Subscription rates:

(l-year/2-year)

$30/$54 United States

$36/$68 Canada

$48/$90 All Others

P.O. Box 839

Lancaster, PA 17608
Tel/Fax: (717) 656-8557

Kerry@celator.com www.celator.com

gious award. The award,

created in 1974, is given

every year to several dedi-

cated individuals, who pro-

mote the hobby. It provides

“recognition of the on-

going grass-roots support -

the devotion, sincerity,

patience, perseverance, and

ability to get things done

—

that has allowed the coin

collecting hobby to gain a

true national acceptance in

the eyes of the Americans.”

Wartenberg is the first ANS
staff member to receive

this award.

ANS
Publications
The long-awaited volume

144 of Numismatic

Literature will be out in

September. Those mem-
bers who have subscribed

to the issue will be auto-

matically sent a copy. A
few copies will be avail-

able for sale from the

David Brown Book

Company. On almost 200 pages vol-

ume 144 lists 698 titles. The infor-

mation is available and navigable on

the website www.amnumsoc.org.

ANS Contributions

Report from March,
2002 to June 2002

$10,000 and over

Mr. George U. Wyper

$5,000 and over

Anonymous

Anonymous

Mr. John W. Adams

Mr. Lawrence A. Adams

Chase Manhattan Bank

Mr. Kenneth L. Edlow

Mr. Jonathan H. Kagan

Mr. Joseph P. Lasser

Mr. John McDowell

Mr. Clifford L. Mishler

Dr. Arnold-Peter C. Weiss

$1000 and over

Classical Numismatic Group, Inc.

Dr. Jay Galst

Dr. Peter P. Gaspar

Mr. Sidney W. Harl

Mr. John Herzog

Mr. Robert Kandel

Mr. Jonathan K. Kern

Mr. George F. Kolbe

Mr. Frank L. Kovacs

Nathalie and Samuel Stein

Foundation, Inc.

Prof. James H. Schwartz

Mr. David B. Simpson

Mr. Anthony J. Terranova

Mr. Peter K. Tompa
Mr. John Whitney Walter

Mr. Thomas C. Wilfred

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC SOCIETY
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$500 and o\er

Mr. Kenneth Abramowitz

Mr. Kenneth A. Cowin
Mr. Walter Eberstadt

Mr. & Mrs. Greenbaum

Dr. David Menchell

Mr. Roy J. Pennell

Mr. Randy Perskin

Mr. Johnathan P. Rosen

Hon. Abraham D. Sofaer

Mr. David M. Sundman

Mr. Frederic G. Withington

$100 and over

Mr. John Aiello

Mr. Stephen Album

Prof. Jere Bacharach

Mr. Joseph Bailes

Mr. Richard M. Beleson

Mr. Allen Berk

Mr. John T. Bolger

Col. Joseph E. Boling RET
Mr. Gerald F. Borrmann

Mr. James R. Briggs

Briggs Ventures

Mrs. Catherine Bullowa-Moore

Mr. Alfred Buonaguro

Mr. Michael F. Capen

Mr. Manuel Casanueva

Prof. Alan B. Coleman

Ms. Mary B. Comstock

Mr. Richard Costello

Mr. Jean-Paul Divo

Mr. Arthur Roy Doumaux

Mr. Joseph C. Foster

Ms. Angela Fowler

Mr. Mike Gasvoda

Prof. Philip Grierson

Mr. Jerome Haggerty

Mr. Dan Hamelberg

Mr. Cynthia M. Harrison

Mr. Sebastian Heath

Mr. Raymond Huckles

Mr. John P. Huffman

Mr. Roger Kahles

Mr. Robert Knapp

Dr. Daniel L. Koppersmith

Mr. Herbert L. Kreindler

Prof. John H. Kroll

Mr. Ross Larson

Mr. James LaSarre

Mr. Alan Luedeking

Mr. Thomas Martin

Dr. Marvin M. McNeil

Mrs. Lia Meissner

Mr. Richard P. Miller

Mr. David W. Norini

Mr. Casey Noxon

Prof. Gunter Ollenburg

Mr. R. Luis Ponte

Mr. Elwood Rafn

Mr. Robert J. Rhue

Mr. Robert J. Riethe

Mr. James C. Risk

Dr. Agustin A. Rodriguez-Gonzalez

Mr. James F. Rogers

Mr. Adam J. Rosen

Mr. Robert M. Row-

Mr. Wayne G. Sayles

Mr. Robert Schaaf

Mr. Leland W. Schubert

Mr. Thomas Sheehan

Mr. Robert W. Shippee

Mr. Thomas V. Shockley

Mr. Roger Siboni

Mr. Arnold Spaer

Prof. Martin R. Thomas

Mr. David E. Tripp

Ms. Beth G. Weingast

Mr. H. D. Wesely

Mr. Thomas Zdeblick

100 and under

Mr. Francis B. Bessenyey

Mr. Ross G. Blakey

Mr. James P. Chew
Mr. Graham J. Esler

Dr. Angelo Geissen

Mr. Eric Michael Hildebrant

Dr. William E. Hopkins

Mr. Elsen Jean S.A.

New Jersey Numismatic Society

Mr. Barry C. Schaefer

Societe Archeologique de Bordeaux

Mr. Barry D. Tayman

Long Time Members
50 Year Members

Dr. George J. Fuld

Mr. Clyde Hubbard

Mr. Kenneth Malcolm MacKenzie

Mr. Richard Margolis

Mr. C. Barry Schaefer

Mr. Louis Clifford Schroeder

University of California Los

Angeles, Serials Department

40 Year Member
Mr. John Aiello

Mr. Clement W. Behnen

Mr. David Garrison Briggs

Dr. Irving Frederick Burton

Dr. Charles Colbert

Mrs. Karl Lehmann

Mr. Joel Malter

Mr. Bernard Poindessault

Mr. Edward C. Rochette

Mrs. Eileen Subak

Mr. Julius Turoff

Mr. Phelps Dean Witter

Institute for Advanced Study,

Princeton

30 Year Members
Mr. Francis M. Austin Jr.

Dr. Allen Axenfield

Prof. Robert A. Bauslaugh

Mr.William G.L. Chee

Mr. Robert H. Colcock

Dr. Allan H. Davisson

Mr. Basil C. Demetriadi

Mr. John F. Doherty III

Mr. Kenneth L. Edlow

Mr. Robert E. Gilbert

Mr. Hakim A. Hamidi

Mr. Robert M. Harlick

Dr. Donald G. Kilgore Jr.

Mr. W.J. Noble

Dr. Daniel T. Pelc

Mr. Jonathan P. Rosen

Mr. Sydney Rothstein

Mr. Isaac Rudman

Mr. Gerald E. Walker

Israel Library, Jerusalem

25 Year Members
Mr. Walter Richard Albright Jr.

Mr. James K. Brandt

Mr. Ralph A. Cannito

Mr. John R. Clark

Mr. Georges Depeyrot

Mr. J. Graham Esler

Mr. F. Gordon Frost

Dr. Richard L. Golden

Mr. John P. Huffman

Mr. Stephen M. Huston

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC SOCIETY
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Rainbow.
Auction Dates: 9/29, 12/15

Premier.
Auction Dates: 7/21, 8/25, 9/22,

10/6, 10/20, 11/3, 12/1, 12/22

U.S. Gold
Auction Dates: 7/14, 8/1 1, 9/8, 10/13,

11/10, 12/8

Silver

Dollar.
Auction Date: 1 0/27

Premier

Plus.
Auction Dates: 8/4, 1 1/17

Teletrade - the leader in Internet

Auctions for the very best in

certified coins.

Teletrade auctions are fun, easy and economical since

bidding is done over toll-free “800" lines or over the

Internet. Teletrade auctions are real - anyone can

buy, anyone can sell. No minimum orders necessary.

No sales calls.

Enhance your online bidding experience by utilizing

our Teletrade Price Guide or the ever-popular Mr.

Wantlist. Also, look for our weekly ad in Coin World

highlighting upcoming auctions.

You can experience us by either logging onto our Web

site or join our “live” bidding by phone at home,

work or on the road. Yes, it’s that easy - with or

without a computer.

As a service to valued customers, lots will be

available for private viewing at our offices in

Southern California by appointment only. If you

cannot come to see particular lots in question, we will

be pleased to send you individualized condition

reports by email or fax on any lots in our Premier,

Gold, or Premier Plus auctions.

Please contact us at concierge@teletrade.com or call

the telephone numbers below. We welcome your call!

1 .800 .232.1 1 32 East Coast

1 .800 .949.2646 West Coast

or register online at

www.teletrade.com

Teletrade
Trusted By Serious Collectors Worldwide

27 Main Street, Kingston, NY 12401

845.339.2900 • Fax 845.339.3288

See you July 31-Aug 4 at the ANA World’s Fair of Money • New York, NY
Teletrade is a subsidiary of (ireg Manning Auctions, Inc

NASDAQ Symbol: GMAI



Mr Franz- Bernd Karbach

Mr. H. Joseph Levine

Mr Werner G. Mayer

Mr Paul L. Miller

Mr. Kenneth E. Owen
Dr. Martin A. Rizack

Mr. Laurence Silbert

Mr. Lawrence R. Stack

Ms. Giovanni Maria Staffieri

Mr. Karl Stephens

Mr. Anastasios P. Tzamalis

Mr. Edward H. Wright

ANS appoints new
Membership Manager
Juliette Pelletier recently joined the

ANS as our new Membership and

Development Manager. She has

worked in Non profit art organiza-

tions for over ten years and has most

recently worked as the

Administrative and Project

Coordinator for Arts International, an

organization dedicated to the global

exchange of the arts. As an artist she

continues to exhibit her artwork

internationally. With an upbringing

spanning eight countries and five

continents, Juliette speaks four lan-

guages. A keen interest in the classi-

cal renaissance period led her to an

advanced study of painting and draw-

ing at the Ecole Nationale

Superieure Des Beaux-Arts, Paris.

She has also taken several courses at

the University of Toronto and

University of Arizona in Art

Conservation and Restoration. She

has an upcoming painting exhibit in

Switzerland scheduled for September

featuring her surrealistic work.

ANS Intern Returns
for Third Summer
Aadya Bedi. ANS intern returns for

a third year to the ANS. She is a grad-

uate of Bennington College where

she studied anthropology and theatre.

Aadya grew up in Bombay, India.

She is currently assisting in the

Development department. Aadya has

a fascination for archaeology and is

thrilled to occasionally work with the

coins. This fall she will begin a grad-

uate degree at New York University.

ANS Council Elects

New Fellows
At its meeting on June 22, the

Council of the ANS elected six

Associate Members as Fellows.

Jane Cody is the Administrative

Dean of Academic Programs at the

University of Southern California.

She was a summer seminar student in

1965 and is working on a book on

Gods and Goddess on Roman

Republican coins. She has been an

Associate Member since 1968 and

was elected a Fellow in 1987. Cody

was a member of the Roman
Committee. The Council has re-

instated her as a Fellow.

Daniel H. Hanielberg is one of the

foremost collectors of US coins and

books in this country. He manages

real estate in his home state Illinois.

As a member of the Library

Committee he has been keenly

involved in the ANS.

Sydney Harl is a retired accountant

and avid collector of coins and paper

currency. His collecting interests

include ancient, medieval and mod-

ern objects. In his position as trustee

of the William S. Paley Foundation,

he has facilitated several grants to the

ANS. His recent gift of Italian ban-

knotes from the 1980s was an impor-

tant addition to the ANS collection.

Elena Stolyarik is the Collections

Manager at the American

Numismatic Society. Before joining

the staff of the ANS, she worked at

the University Museum of

Pennsylvania in Philadelphia and was

Keeper of Coins in Odessa (formerly

USSR). She is the author of several

books and many articles on the

coinage of the Black Sea.

Susan Gerwe Tripp is President of

the Columbia County Historical

Society. As Curator, Keeper of Coins

and later as Director of the University

Collections at Johns Hopkins she

worked closely with the Garrett

Collections. She and her husband

have been strong supporters of the

ANS for many years. Thanks to her

effort, Johns Hopkins recently donat-

ed the Garrett numismatic archive to

the American Numismatic Society.

David Enders Tripp is a numis-

matic consultant and a leading expert

on ancient and US coins. He is also a

well-known cartoonist. He has been

instrumental in getting both the

Brand and Garrett numismatic

archives to the American Numismatic

Society.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC SOCIETY
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A Mausolus Tetradrachm

Didrachm of

Pixodarus

(1944.100.48434)

types of lions

and stellar-type

patterns, retain-

ing an indigenous

Carian flavor until

the advent of the

facing head type.

Clearly tracing its

lineage back to the

facing head types

produced by the

celebrity artist

Cimon for the

Syracusan mint

in the late 5th c.

the facing head

obverse experienced a

vogue in the 4th c., when similar

types were produced by nearly a

dozen mints in the Aegean and even

farther east. There is no need to won-

der why; the extreme high relief of

the type, its dramatic affinities to

contemporary sculpture, not to men-

tion the high degree of skill required

to engrave the dies, made these types

an artistic tour de force. No other

coin type of the period bespoke of

Hellenism to the extent that this one

did; a perfect choice, in other words,

for Mausolus’ programmatic artistic

and cultural syncretism. By reviving

one of his father’s coin types for the

reverse, Mausolus’ new series

embodied simultaneously the van-

guard of the Greek world's artistic

spirit, and Carian (religious) tradi-

tion. The tension of this syncretism,

which was also successfully mani-

fested in his Mausoleum, no doubt

contributed to the (artistic) success of

this series, which was minted contin-

uously over the next four decades

until the gates of Halicarnassus were

opened for Alexander the Great.

Best known to the

modem world for his

enormous tomb, the

original
"Mausoleum,"
Mausolus son of

Hecatomnus was

ruler of Caria in

southwestern Turkey

from 377-53 B.C.

Construction of the tomb,

one of the seven wonders of the

ancient world, was initiated by

Mausolus shortly after his

refoundation of Halicarnassus

in 367, and was not completed

until after his death, in 353,

and the death of his wife/sister,

Artemisia, in 351. Nothing

today remains of the grandeur of

the Mausoleum; earlier British and

recent Danish excavations in the cen-

ter of modern Bodrum, have uncov-

ered little more than the foundations

and fragmentary columns and stat-

ues. The more important sculptural

fragments, the Amazon frieze and the

chariot group from the apex of the

roof, now reside in the British

Museum. However, equally impor-

tant remains of Mausolus’ cultural

syncretism, mixing elements of his

native Carian culture with Greek, can

be seen in his series of coinages,

especially the facing head of Apollo

types.

Once again the ANS Greek depart-

ment is grateful for a gift from Dr.

Arnold-Peter Weiss, this time for an

exceptional facing-head Mausolus

tetradrachm (acc. num. 2002.20.1).

To date, no scholar has completed a

much needed study of this rather

large coinage, including the similar

issues of Mausolus’ successors

Hidreus (351-44), Pixodarus

(340-34) and Ornotobates

(334-33), which continued

the series replacing only

Mausolus’ name with their

own. This series of coins,

struck as tetradrachms,

didrachms and drachms on

the Chian standard, with the

facing Apollo on the

obverse and Zeus

Labrandeus stand-

ing on the

reverse, was

likely initiated

in 367 when

Mausolus
moved his capital

from Mysala to

Halicarnassus. With

the move came an oppor-

tunity to pursue actively

the Hellenization

of Caria, a

program for

which the

Hecatomnid

dynasty, and

Mausolus
particularly,

was famed.

On his father Stater of Hecatomnus

Hecatomnus’ (1944.100.48419)

( 395 - 77 )

staters, the stand-

ing Zeus

Labrandeus, a

native Carian

diety, appears

as an obverse

type; the lion,

long a symbol of

authority in Caria,

appears on the reverse. Mausolus’

earliest coins repeat the traditional

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC SOCIETY
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Double

Eagle
Trouble
The 1 933 Double Eagle

BY DAVID ENDERS TRIPP

Introduction

From June 21 through July 3, the

United States Mint exhibited at the

Federal Reserve Bank of New York

the 1933Juouble Eagle; this fabled

coin, for a week joined the remark-

able numismatic treasures included in

the American Numismatic Society’s

“Drachmas, Doubloons & Dollars”

display which opened January 16th to

widespread acclaim.

The 1933 Double Eagle is a coin

which has been discussed and debat-

ed, often in hushed tones, for more

than a half century. Its survival is the

result of malfeasance by employees

of the United States Mint; it has been

the subject of an intense Secret

Service investigation; discussions at

the highest levels of the State

Department and no less than four

separate and complex legal proceed-

ings.

But the history surrounding the

1933 Double Eagle has been largely

misunderstood, and its legal status

misinterpreted. This has been as a

result of the rela-

tive inaccessi-

bility of the rel-

evant docu-

mentation and

the repetition

of more than

50 years of oral

tradition, often

taking on the

aspects of an “urban

myth” as the story was

embellished or simply

poorly reported. Only recently, as a

result of a unique settlement in which

the United States Government will

allow private ownership of a single

example, has the veil been lifted with

the details finally coming into focus.

The five years of litigation concern-

ing the example displayed at the Fed

were in fact a boon for numismatists

and historians alike, for the process

of discovery brought to light a wealth

of documentation which turned the

traditional, oft-repeated, legend on its

head. In fact prior to the recent legal

actions, there was no

story to tell: the

1933 Double

Eagle was simply

a coin which had

somehow been

blacklisted by the

United States

Government; it

could not be legally

owned—full stop. The

story” was more about

its legal status, pro and con,

than about its actual history.

It is a history which is rich in detail;

populated by fascinating characters

and accented by ironic twists and

turns of fate which made a mundane

twenty-dollar gold piece into one of

the single most enigmatic and fasci-

nating coins ever made.

A Brief History of the

1933 Double Eagle

In March 1933 the United States

economy teetered precariously on the

edge of total collapse; the Great

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC SOCIETY
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Depression had a stranglehold on

America - it was a crisis of confi-

dence which affected both the pock-

etbook and the psyche of the com-

mon man. It was onto this stage

which Franklin Delano Roosevelt

stepped, indeed it was this malaise

which paved his road to the White

House.

Gold has long been regarded by

man as the one constant; the

immutable magic metal that has been

consistently valued for millennia. In

1933 that allure held, and there was

little confidence in any currency but

gold. Withdrawals from banks were

acute, hoarding was rampant, while

massive quantities were being bought

by foreign governments and shipped

abroad.

In one of his first acts as president,

FDR on March 6, 1933 issued

Presidential Proclamation 2039. It

declared a Bank holiday, and effec-

tively began to wean the United

States off the gold standard.

Hoarding of gold was forbidden,

banks were prohibited from paying

out gold, and the Secretary of the

Treasury instructed Mint Director

Robert J. Grant to send word to all

the United States Mints that: “During

the continuance of such bank holiday,

unless otherwise directed, you are

requested to instruct all mints and

assay offices to pay out gold in any

form only under license issued by the

Secretary of the Treasury.”

Three days later, on March 9th, the

Banking Holiday was extended at the

pleasure of the President, while

Congress met and ratified his actions.

The ban on hoarding was taken seri-

ously by the law abiding public and

virtually overnight long lines formed

as citizens turned their gold back to

the government.

It was during this maelstrom of

political activity that the first 1933

Double Eagles were struck on March

15, 1933; on that day 25,000 were

delivered to the Cashier of the Mint

from the Coiner. Over the next two

months, as Presidential Proclamation

The 1933 Double Eagle

Random Thoughts
BY DAVID ENDERS TRIPP

Meant to be Spent
The 1933 Double Eagle is very likely to join the 1804 Silver Dollar and the 1913 Liberty Head Nickel in the Pantheon

of coins struck by the United States Mint.

Despite its remarkable history as a coin of clandestine ownership, and its only recently revealed journey beyond the

walls of the Mint, it stands apart from the other two Classic rarities in one very important, and amusingly ironic way.

It is the only one of the three that was actually made for general circulation.

The 1804 Dollar has always been a curiosity in this regard. The Class One examples are, to be sure, officially made,

but solely for diplomatic purposes. The justification for their inclusion in sets struck in 1834 was with the intent of

circumventing, but not breaking, the then current United States cur-

rency laws (although as Eric Newman has noted it was in fact unlaw-

ful). They were never intended to be spent. Certainly the Class Two

and Three issues are nothing more than cabinet coins - made for

profit by enterprising employees of the Mint, from 1858 to 1876, to

line their own pockets.

So too, the 1913 Liberty Head Nickel owes its existence to what can

only be termed cloudy circumstances. There are no records autho-

rizing its production, and a letter from the Mint Director to the

Superintendent of the Philadelphia Mint dated December 13, 1912,

specifically states, “Do nothing about the 5<c coinage until the new

designs are ready for use.” This blunt letter makes the coin’s very

existence tenuous. But whether officially or “legally” made or not, the

1913 Nickels, like the 1804 Dollars were not made as money, but as collectibles.

In this regard the 1933 Double Eagle stands apart. While Americans were returning gold coins and gold certificates

to the Government and after the Treasury Department had wired the Mints to stop the pay out of any more gold, 1933

Double Eagles were being struck. They were made, not as collector or presentation pieces, but as circulating coin of

the realm. Certainly the mintage, 445,500 pieces, exceeded that of many other Doubles Eagles which are today con-

sidered “common” by collectors.

Thus in an ironic twist of fate, although the 1933 Double Eagles had been produced legally; they were instantly held

under the embargo of the Treasury Department, and forever remained the Property of the United States Government.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC SOCIETY
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The telegram that lit the fuse: Leland Howard's inquiry to the Superintendent of the

Philadelphia Mint.

followed Executive Order further

refuting the ban on gold ow nership,

an additional 420,500 Double Eagles

were struck. None, however, could

be paid out as no license to do so was

ever issued by the Secretary of the

Treasury-they were coins in name

only.

A handful did leave the Mint legal-

ly however. On the date of each of

the ten deliveries to the Cashier, two

coins were sent to the Bureau of the

Mint in Washington, D.C. for testing;

all twenty of these coins were

destroyed in the process. As well, in

February 1934, 446 examples were

submitted to the Annual Assay

Commission; nine coins were select-

ed for testing, and they too were

destroyed; the remaining 437 were

returned to the Cashier of the

Philadelphia Mint. Finally on

October 9, 1934 two specimens were

sent to the Smithsonian Institution for

inclusion in the National Coin

Collection.

The remaining coins were all offi-

cially accounted for as being stored at

the Mint in Philadelphia - the records

are remarkably specific - until early

February 1937 when the melting of

the entire mintage began.

Ten days later in mid-February

1937, the first 1933 Double Eagles

began to appear in the numismatic

marketplace - it can be no coinci-

dence.

Over the next two years an

unknown quantity of 1933 Double

Eagles entered into commerce-all

very quietly, all emanating from the

same source. No alarms were raised

as the government was under the

impression that the entire, unissued,

mintage had been accounted

for-destroyed or deposited in the

Smithsonian. In 1941, one example

was advertised in The Numismatist,

but it went unnoticed in official quar-

ters. It was not until 1944, that a

string of closely timed events cata-

pulted the 1933 Double Eagle onto a

“Most Wanted” list, and into the

mainstream of numismatic con-

sciousness.

Timing is Everything

On February 23, 1944, the leg-

endary numismatic entrepreneur R

Max Mehl. sold a 1933 Double Eagle

to King Farouk of Egypt for an

E T Y

A New Coin for an Old Coin?
“Visitors to the Mint invariably find their way to the cashier’s

office before leaving the building. The visit is not complete

unless some newly-minted coins are carried away as

‘souvenirs,’ the bright cent generally catching the eye of

the stranger.. .Occasionally a happy-looking young male

asks for ‘a bright new double eagle.’” (James Rankin Young,

The United States Mint at Philadelphia, 1903)

This, of course, was a tradition. Many collections got their start, or were

richly augmented (such as the John H. Clapp collection) by such

exchanges/purchases at the Mint. An old worn coin for a newly struck uncir-

culated one of the then current year. Indeed, this has been one of the oft-

repeated theories behind the survival of the 1933 Double Eagles-but, of

course now we know otherwise.

In the early part of 1933, up until Friday or Saturday, March 3rd or 4th, a vis-

itor to the Mint at Philadelphia could indeed have exchanged an old gold coin

for a new one. But, the only 1 933 gold coins available would have been Eagles

(the last ones were actually struck on March 3), and the Double Eagles had not

yet been made.

The Mint kept meticulous records, and an April 7, 1944 Secret Service report

regarding the stolen 1933 Double Eagles illustrates just how specific these

records were. For the 1933 Eagles, the only 1933 gold coins to be legally

issued, the breakdown is remarkable.

Briefly:

• 312,500 were struck (six delivery dates from January 19-March 3, 1933);

• 100 were sent to the Treasury (effectively issued for circulation);

• 21 were destroyed during Assay;

• 1 was “Paid for deposit or exchanged for currency” (meaning someone

bought a new coin with an old

coin-on March 1 ,
1 933);

• The remaining 312,378 were all accounted for on September 13, 1934 as

available for melting.

• No 1933 Double Eagles could have been obtained in this manner;

Roosevelt’s edicts forbade pay-out of gold coins from Monday March 6th

onward (and as we’ve seen the first 1 933 Double Eagles were not even struck

until March 15th).

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC SOCI
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The U.S. Mint

records were

very detailed.

This 1931

$20 piece

was sent to

the ANS.

unknown sum. Two days later a rep-

resentative from the Egyptian Royal

Legation brought the coin to the

Treasury in Washington, D.C. to

apply for an Export License. This

was in strict adherence with the Gold

Reserve Act of 1934; as King Farouk

was such a passionate collector of

coins it was probably not the first

time his representatives had gone

through this procedure.

The coin was physically sent to the

Smithsonian, with a request from

Mint Director Nellie Tayloe Ross to

ascertain that the coin met with the

criteria that “...it was of recognized

special value to collectors...immedi-

ately prior to December 28, 1933

[and], ..immediately prior to the

issuance of the Executive order of

April 5, 1933.” The coin was shown

to Smithsonian Curator of History,

Theodore Belote who, on the spot,

confirmed that it met the require-

ments for a License to be issued.

Accordingly on February 29, 1944,

Export License TGL- 11-170 was

issued. The coin was picked up from

the Treasury on March 11th and ulti-

mately made its way into the remark-

able collection housed by the

Egyptian King in Koubbeh Palace,

Cairo.

A mere week later, March 18, 1944,

in response to an inquiry from the

Coin and Stamp writer for the New
York Herald Tribune, Acting Mint

Director Leland Howard sent a

telegram to the Superintendent of the

Philadelphia Mint asking if any 1933

Double Eagles were ever paid out.

He asked for an immediate response

as he had been told of an upcoming

auction in New York.

The reply he received, that none had

been paid out, started a chain reaction

that has spanned more than a half

century. On March 22, 1944, he

informed the Head of the United

States Secret Service of the illegal

nature of the coin and two days later

Special Agents arrived at the offices

of Stack’s in New York, where they

seized the 1933 Double Eagle which

had been due to be sold the next day

as part of the Colonel James

Flanagan auction. It was only the

first seizure. By the end of March

25th, the Secret Service already had

three in hand. And the investigation

Not a Museum Piece
"In 1933 following the striking of several hundred thousand pieces for circulation, it would have

>J% been possible for a visitor to the Treasury Department or to the Mint to have obtained one by pay-

2 ing face value for it. It was common practice, for example, for the curator to provide specimens

/ to various museum, university, and other collections. At least two examples of the 1927-D dou-

ble eagle were distributed this way during the year of issue." (Q. David Bowers, United States Gold

Coins: An Illustrated History, 1 982)

The theory of a Visitor to the Treasury or Mint purchasing one has already been discussed (in fact no

1933 Double Eagles were sent to the Treasury). The second suggestion that, as with prior years, the Mint quite legit-

imately supplied 1933 Double Eagles to institutions or individuals who wished to obtain them by purchase, is similar-

ly unsupported by the record.

None were permitted to paid out by the Mint; and again the records of the Mint are remarkably precise. The Secret

Service investigation revealed that Messrs. McCann and Switt had also dealt in quantities of 1931 and 1932 Double

Eagles, and so the investigators examined the official releases of these dates as well.

A June 30, 1944 Memorandum to the Chief of the Secret Service noted that the Treasury department received 100

each of the 1931 and 1932 Double Eagles (an additional two 1931 's and 75 1932's were sent out directly by the Mint);

it further noted the date, destination, and value of all the coins sent out to individuals or institutions.

For example: 1931 Double Eagles were sent to The American Numismatic Society (December 11, 1931) and The

Connecticut State Library (2 pieces-February 1, 1932); 1932 Double Eagles were sent to: a Mr. Taylor at the Riggs

National Bank, Washington, D.C. (March 14, 1932); C.F. Childs, Chicago, Illinois (May 13, 1932-later lot 799, Bowers

and Merena auction of the Walter H. Childs Collection, August 1999); The American Numismatic Society (December

21, 1932) and The Connecticut State Library (2 pieces-January 10, 1933).

February 23, 1933 was the last date the Treasury sent out any Double Eagles, a mere two weeks before FDR’s procla-

mation. No gold coins, of any date, are recorded as having been purchased, exchanged or sent out after March 6,

1 933-for to do so would have broken the law.
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Treasury Secretary Woodin' memo to the Mint Director,

banning pay out of gold without specific license.

widened.

In Washington, D.C., during the

next week, the mistaken issuance of

the Export License to King Farouk

was discovered. Leland Howard, on

March 30th wrote to the Chief of the

Secret Service that Belote did not

have the information as to whether or

not the coins had been issued.

Moreover, as the Smithsonian had

two examples, “Mr. Belote may have

been under the impression that they

had been paid out...”

And so, within a five week period, a

1933 Double Eagle was “legally”

exported; the illegal nature of the

coin’s existence was subsequently

discovered; examples were seized,

the mistakenly issued Export License

was acknowledged and moves were

begun to correct the error.

The Secret Service investigation,

launched on March 22, 1944, not

only began the seizures, but also

meticulously traced the origin of the

coins. The road led back to the Mint.

The former Head Cashier was the

only man who had access to the

coins. He was also a man who had

been fired from the Mint and served a

year in prison in 1940 for exactly the

same sort of embezzlement of uncur-

rent silver coins (a crime which under

the original Mint Act of April 2, 1792

would have been punishable by death

[Section 19]).

There was also a common thread

outside the Mint. The admitted

source of every

known example

was a jeweler and

“old gold” dealer in

Philadelphia.
Although the Secret

Service wished to

prosecute, the statue

of limitations had

run out and the

alleged malefactors

were never tried.

The coins however,

remained stolen

property, and were

relentlessly pur-

sued. By mid- 1945

all but one of the

known examples

was in Government

custody. Another,

previously
unknown, was vol-

untarily surrendered

in 1952 (by Louis

Eliasberg), leaving

only the tenth coin

outstandi ng-the

Farouk coin in

Egypt-

Sporadic attempts

were made to

recover the coin,

but a World War. a tense situation in

the Middle East, and an important

ally took precedence over the return

of a single coin. When, in 1952,

Farouk was overthrown by a group of

Colonels led by General Muhammid
Naguib, the Treasury again made an

attempt to recover its property. This

time the State Department acted on

their behalf, and succeeded insofar as

getting the coin withdrawn from the

Sotheby's auction of Farouk’s coin

astonishing collection. But State

failed to effect the return of the

coin-it disappeared and into history it

faded.

Forty-two years later, in New York

City, Secret Service agents seized a

1933 Double Eagle from an English

coin dealer who was attempting to

sell it. In the ensuing five-year legal

battle over the coin, sworn deposi-

tions identified it as the one once

belonging to King Farouk. It was thi'

legal battle that opened the vaults of

history and which has revealed a hith-

erto unknown chapter in American

numismatics - all about an ordinary

coin with an extraordinary story 3

A 1933 in 1933. Its Value? $20
The Gold Reserve Act of 1934, allowed ownership of

gold coins which met the criteria of being of "recognized

special value to collectors" before December 28, 1933

and April 5, 1933.

Theodore Belote’s opinion in 1944, was that the 1933

Double Eagle met these requirements. But he was wrong.

First, he was unaware that no 1933 Double Eagles had ever been issued; but

even if they had been, would they have qualified for the recall exemption? No.

1933 Double Eagles were not special presentation pieces or proofs, they

were struck with the intent of being a circulating coin. Thus, if examples

could have been purchased at the Mint for face value, in the year of their man-

ufacture. they could not have been of "recognized special value to collec-

tors." They would be worth $20, just as a cent purchased at the Mint would

have been worth 1 cent.

Spending money-not items of special value.

Belote's assessment of their "recognized collector value" was a revisionist

opinion, assuming what was so in 1 944 had similarly been the case in 1 933.
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1933 Double Eagle Exhibited

At The Federal Reserve

Bank Of New York
;G

B Y
• 'A

PAMALA PLUMMER-WRIGHT

•-

une 20th saw the grand opening of the

eight-day exhibit featuring the 1933 Double

Eagle on display at the Numismatic Society’s

exhibit, “Drachmas, Doubloons and Dollars:

The History of Money,” at the Federal

Reserve Bank. More than a hundred guests enjoyed

the in depth historical overview presented by the

Director of the U.S. Mint, Henrietta Holsman Fore and

David Tripp, Numismatic Consultant and author of the

Sotheby’s/Stacks Catalogue. Together, they skillfully

traced the journey of intrigue that follows the famed

coin, from its stealthy removal from the vaults of the

U.S. Mint to its sale and voyage across the ocean to

join King Farouk’s celebrated collection, to its seizure

by the FBI, and finally its present legal auction admin-

istered by Sotheby’s and Stacks on July 30, 2002.

This coin, carrying with it a history of seventy years of

conspiracy,

will be the

only one to

A Federal Officer from Fort Knox

and a Federal Officer from the

New York Fed guarding the case

with the 1 933 Double Eagle.

be issued by the U.S. Mint as legal tender. A viewing of

the coin followed the overview. Also on display is the Bill

of Sale and Certificate of Transfer for the 1 933 Double

Eagle, prepared by the U.S. Mint to be handed to the

purchaser of the coin. O
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Sebastian Heath

and the Summer

Seminar

Students: Scott

van Horn,

Shannon

Stewart, Julie

Langsford-

Johnson, and

Spencer Pope
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US Mint Director Henrietta Holsman Fore with Fed Archivist Rosemary

Lazenby with a reproduction of the certificate which will monetize the

933 Double Eagle on July 30.

Lawrence Stack, Henrietta

Holsman Fore, David Pickins,

Susan Stack, Rebecca Stack, XX

and Harvey Stack in the Front

Hall of the Federal Reserve Bank

of New York.
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The Groves Forum
he fifth annual Groves Forum in

American Numismatics was held at the

Harvard Club of New York, 27 West 44th

Street, on May 9, 2002, with renowned

researcher Robert W. Julian as the fea-

tured guest speaker. ANS President Donald G.

Partrick opened the program, welcoming atten-

dees to the Groves Forum and introducing Mr.

Julian. President Partrick noted the prodigious

extent and high quality of the speaker’s publica-

tions in the field.

Mr. Julian’s address (see page 20), entitled

“Treasures from the Archive,” presented a variety

of his experiences in collecting data on historic

American coins and medals. Julian’s observations identified some of the vagaries of

preservation and personality encountered in the course of working for over 35 years

with governmental agencies. He discussed permissions and access, identifying

record groups, recording and transcribing documents and the differential survival

rates of archival materials. In reporting his experiences, he explained his actual

methods of conducting research and the tools he has used.

Among the specific topics mentioned were the following:

• Documenting the status of the Gobrecht dollars.

• The date and distribution of the $4 gold “Stellas.”

• Production of the 1792 half dismes.

• Survival of specific mint records.

• Kinds of record groups.

• The government’s wanton destruction of various mint records.

• Investigating the 1933 Double Eagle.

The Groves Forum was well-attended, and was followed by a lively discussion of

archival documents and their impact on numismatics, particularly the highly-herald-

ed 1933 $20 gold piece.
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Treasures from the Archive
BY ROBERT W . JULIAN
ANS GROVES FORUM SPEECH, MAY 9, 2002

Hooks on numismatics are the

mainstay of the hobby and with-

out the knowledge accumulated

in them we would be in very

poor shape, but there is no book

on how to do research in numis-

matics, and probably never will

be. Practical experience is the

best guide, but how does one

acquire this experience?

Perhaps the best way to begin

is by talking about why research

is done at all. Why not just col-

lect coins for profit and forget

about why or how they were

made? We all know that the

mark of the true numismatist,

however, is to want to learn

everything possible about the

items that he or she owns or

wishes to own. All of us have

seen exhibits that tell us nothing

about the pieces displayed and

we tend to ignore them in favor

of those with good accompany-

ing material that masterfully

explains the contents of the case.

We have all heard the famous

remark that people climb moun-

tains because they are there, as if

that were reason enough. If that

was the only reason for doing

numismatic research, it would

be a poor one indeed.

First Research

Interests: Russia

The way that I began to be

interested in research, though

probably not typical, illustrates

one way of entering the field. In

I960 I was in college and col-

lecting Russian coins—as well

as U.S.—on a shoestring budget. I

was corresponding with Dr. I. G.

Spasskii at the Numismatic

Department of the State Museum of

the Hermitage in Leningrad, and he

suggested that I have certain refer-

ence works microfilmed.

I contacted the Saltykov-Shchedrin

Library in Leningrad and inquired as

to their terms for microfilming. It

turned out that they wanted American

books in exchange on a page for page

basis. They then, without my order-

ing it done, proceeded to microfilm

the books and send me a list of

American books, which cost about

$100, a sum somewhat beyond my
grasp. I managed to persuade them to

accept a more reasonable selection,

but in the meantime 1 wrote Lee

Hewitt, then editor of the Numismatic

Scrapbook Magazine , inquiring if he

would be interested in articles on

Russian numismatics. He was and the

first one was published in December

1960.

New Fields of Work:
US Numismatics

From there I graduated to doing

research on U.S. topics and made my
first trip to the National Archives in

Washington in December 1963.

It is necessary to mention that some

years ago the documentary material

relating directly to the mints, and in

the Washington archives, was

parceled out. In particular, that relat-

ing to the Philadelphia Mint was sent

to the branch of the Archives in that

city. For this reason. I will sometimes

refer to documents in Washington or

Philadelphia depending upon

when I was there.

The Gobrecht Dollar
Perhaps the best way of illus-

trating such research work would

be to examine an instance of dig-

ging out facts long forgotten.

Until the mid-1970s, every

numismatic reference work stat-

ed that the Gobrecht dollars of

1836 to 1839 were patterns. As

so often is the case in published

works—and a charge to which

virtually everyone is guilty at

some time or other—the errors

about these pieces had been

copied from earlier texts written

by individuals who were just

guessing or repeating unfounded

gossip from Mint officials.

I first questioned the prevailing

view about the Gobrecht “pat-

terns” when I saw the original

Mint reports for the years of

1836, 1837, and 1839 and each

showed an official coinage of sil-

ver dollars, although a small one.

Moreover, in the report for 1836

the director clearly stated that a

coinage of silver dollars had been

executed for circulation. Since

everyone assumed the pieces to

be patterns, it was certainly the

sole case of an official Mint

report declaring patterns to be

coins and also telling how many

were made. One of the key points

frequently made about these

issues concerned the year 1836.

during which it was stated that

the Mint had struck l.(XX) pieces

on the standard adopted in 1837;
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in other words, all the dollars

struck in 1836 weighed 412.5

grains each rather than the legal

standard of 416 grains in force

during 1836.

There were of course sources

of information that tended to

back up the prevailing view

about the Gobrecht dollars. One

such instance was a conversation

with a very prominent and

knowledgeable dealer, whose

authority in matters of this sort

was to be taken very seriously.

He informed me that he had per-

sonally weighed several 1836

Gobrecht dollars and that all had

weighed about 412.5 grains and

not 416 grains.

The next step was to examine

the original ledgers at the

Archives showing coinage and

use of bullion for the period. For

this purpose, and for the years

before 1838, the so-called Waste

Book (which shows every entry relat-

ing to bullion affairs) proved to be the

key in solving the puzzle. The jour-

nals showed the 1,000 silver dollars

being delivered in two separate

batches on the last day of 1836,

but in the second case no other

silver coins were included with

the dollars. This enabled me to

calculate the correct legal weight

of the dollars delivered on that
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day and it turned out to be 416

and not 412.5 grains.

In addition to examining the

bullion entries tor coinage and

deposits, all of the existing

incoming and outgoing letters in

the Archives were read to find

even the most minute of clues

concerning the execution of the

coins, as I thought, or patterns,

as most others believed.

Complicating all of this was

the known fact that Mint

Director James Ross Snowden

had engaged in wholesale

restriking of the Gobrecht dol-

lars from original dies during the

late 1850s. That Snowden had

used these dollars to trade col-

lectors out of prized specimens

needed for the mint cabinet was

interesting but of little help,

since no one knew how to tell

the originals from the restrikes

except for some vague informa-

tion concerning die rust or minor

die cracks—hardly the best indi-

cator, since dies could be, and

often were, repolished between

usage.

One may ask, in the meantime,

if I went to the Archives every

single time I wished to do

research; after all. I live roughly

600 miles from Washington,

DC, and it is not the easiest thing

in the world to drop everything

just for a quick trip to the

nation's capital. This sort of

thing is not necessary since it is

possible to order specialized

microfilming from the Archives

when one knows where to look.

The whole puzzle was neatly

solved with the publication of

Walter Breen’s work on the

proof coinage of the United

States. He had found the key to

the differentiation of original

Gobrechts from restrikes by not-

ing that the Snowden strikings of

the 1850s had the eagle flying

flat—when the coin was proper-

ly rotated—instead of “onward

and upward” as intended by Director

R.M. Patterson in the 1830s. This in

turn indicated that the dealer who had

weighed all of those Gobrecht dollars

had not encountered a single original

striking of 1836.

Gold Stellas

A second example of pure research

involves the well-known four-dollar

gold pieces of 1879-1880, usually

called Stellas. There had been a great

deal of speculation about these pieces

as early as 1880 and there was con-

siderable conflict between the vari-

ous accounts. In addition, dealers

were promoting certain of the 1879

Flowing Hair pieces as originals

because striations did or did not

appear on the surface.

Upon reading all the letters for that

period, however, the matter became

much simpler. There were in fact no

Stellas officially struck and delivered

in 1879, the 425 Flowing Hair pieces

all being made in 1880. Thus, all

pieces are technically restrikes and

there are no originals. No doubt a few

extras were struck of the 1879

Flowing Hair design for mint offi-

cials and their friends.

The Archives give no information

on the other designs and the number

made, either dated 1879 or 1880, but

it is clear that virtually all of the 1879

Flowing Hair patterns, despite

protests from Philadelphia Mint

Superintendent A. Loudon Snowden,

were distributed through

Congressmen to their constituents

who were collectors. The oft-repeat-

ed tale about such pieces being used

in the red-light district of Washington

is highly unlikely and was no doubt a

rumor started by someone or other

who was unable to obtain specimens.

1792 Half Dismes
Sometimes researchers are a day

late and a dollar short. In the

mid-1960s, I was at the Archives

when I ran into Don Taxay, whose

work. I might add. has always been

first-class as he is quite careful in

evaluating his sources. At any

rate we were talking outside the

Central research room and he

asked if I had been to the Library

of Congress to examine the per-

sonal account book of Thomas

Jefferson who, in 1792 and 1793,

had been the Cabinet officer

responsible for the new Mint. It

had been my intention to do so

the year before but there were too

many other resources that were

equally worthwhile and had

potential. Taxay said that it was

on his short list and he planned to

go there the next day. He did, and

found the record for the payment

of the 1.500 half dismes of July

1792 into Jefferson’s account,

thus putting an exact date and

mintage figure to this enigmatic

coinage.

The Mint Medals for

TAMS
On the other hand there are

sometimes left-handed compli-

ments. In the mid-1970s I wrote

a catalogue of the mint medals

struck through 1892 at the

Philadelphia Mint for the Token

Medal Society (TAMS). As a

result I occasionally receive

inquiries from collectors about

this or that piece. About 10 years

ago, I received such a letter from

an English coin dealer asking

about a life-saving medal. It

seems that he had written the

Bureau of the Mint and they had

responded with details they had

been able to recover from their

records; the dealer wished to

know if I had additional data.

When I read what the Bureau had

to say, I thought it seemed rather

familiar so I checked my book. It

was an exact copy of w hat I had

written, and the Bureau had sim-

ply palmed it off as their own

work—probably on the assump-

tion that I would never see their

answer.

There seems to be a general
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belief that Mint records are

sacred and one may find all that

one needs in the Archives simply

by looking in the right place.

Nothing could be further from

the truth. Of those Mint records

dating before 1900 that present-

ly exist, it is doubtful whether

we see more than a third of what

once was. Some Mints have lost

their entire records while others,

such as Philadelphia, have had

considerable losses—especially

in the years before 1850. Since

this whole area is little known,

some review is necessary in

order to show what exists and

what has been lost.

The Dahlonega Mint
First of all, the records of the

Dahlonega Mint, if they sur-

vived the Civil War intact, were

probably thrown out within a

few years by someone who did

not wish to bother with them.

Reports filed by the superinten-

dents of this branch Mint to var-

ious official bodies still exist,

but the working papers do not,

and this has caused endless con-

fusion—especially with respect

to the rare coinages of 1861. A
few years ago, one researcher hit

upon the novel idea of checking

some of the Confederate records

in the Archives and did find

some hitherto unknown figures,

but not quite the definitive infor-

mation we have all been seek-

ing.

With respect to Dahlonega, not

all research attempts end in suc-

cess. In the early 1970s I heard

rumors that the Dahlonega

archives had survived the Civil

War and were currently held in

some private collection in

Georgia. I made inquiries with-

out success and then wrote the

Governor of Georgia relating the

rumors and asking for official

help. His secretary later replied

that the Governor’s office had

had no better luck than I had had.

About a year later I was visiting rela-

tives not too far from Dahlonega and

decided that a personal visit might

work out. There is a small museum
there, and when I mentioned the pos-

sibility of the old records existing

they put two and two together and

quickly decided that 1 was the pest

that had sicked the Governor’s office

on them. When I was able to show

that my interest was legitimate every-

one soon became friendly, but they

believed that the records really had

been destroyed.

Because the Dahlonega records

themselves are missing there are two

key areas where researchers can find

critical material. The first is the letter

file maintained at the Philadelphia

Mint. These letters, consisting of a

two-way correspondence between,

generally, the mint director and the

local superintendent, have been

microfilmed and can be purchased

for a nominal sum.

The other key area for this mint is

the reports filed with the Treasury

Department each quarter. These con-

tain information on bullion deposits

and coinage, payments of gold coin,

ordinary receipts and expenditures,

and summary payroll accounts. It is

worth noting that such records are

available for all of the mints for years

prior to 1 900 and may be used at the

Archives. The pre-1814 accounts for

the Philadelphia Mint, however, are

fragmentary, since the British army

used many of them for bonfires when

they occupied the City of Washington

during the War of 1812.

The Charlotte Mint
The Charlotte Mint records do exist,

on the whole, but are missing many

of the ordinary letters that make up

history. However, the bullion and

coinage ledgers are in the Archives

and may be consulted by anyone hav-

ing interest in this area.

The New Orleans and Carson City

records are mostly lost. Both were

virtually destroyed in this century.

probably in 1925, though some

may not have been tossed onto

the trash heap until the early thir-

ties. One miserable volume of

pre-Civil War New Orleans let-

ters exists, but it deals with

building repairs and is of little

direct use to anyone. Why it was

kept and not the more valuable

bullion and coinage records is

anyone’s guess.

The Philadelphia Mint
For the nineteenth century, the

records of Philadelphia seem to

have been preserved the best, but

the status of San Francisco is not

directly known to me although I

do know that some of the 19th

century records were consulted

in the recent dispute over the

Western assayer’s bars. Some
Philadelphia records were

thrown out in the course of the

past century (and were taken

home by certain officers who
considered them their personal

property) but the greatest damage

occurred in 1925. We have lists

of what was destroyed but this

does not make up for the losses.

The Bureau of the Mint (now

called simply ’’The Mint") has a

spotty record when it comes to

retention of documents dated

after 1873, when it was formed.

Large numbers were pitched

even in the late 19th century and

further batches have been shred-

ded from time to time, especially

in 1925,when tens of thousands

of pages were summarily dis-

posed of. It is not clear at present

what percentage of post- 1900

material still exists, though some

was sent to the archives in 1947;

generally, documents dated after

1938 have not been transferred.

At this point it is only fair to

note that some documents ought

to be thrown away, as they would

simply clog the archival space

for generations to come and

would never be consulted. For
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example, does anyone really

care that employee X was off on

January 23, 1900, because of a

common cold? Such information

has no bearing on the history of

coins or medals struck at the

Mints and should be discarded.

In similar vein, should we keep

the records showing each and

every person who purchased

mint or proof sets in the past half

century? Also, many categories

of records simply duplicate other

series.

1978: Key Records

Destroyed
On the other hand, 1 learned in

1 984 that great quantities of very

valuable twentieth-century

records had been ordered shred-

ded in 1978 due to some whim
from a bureaucrat not under-

standing or caring what was his-

torically proper to keep. The

1978 order, with many pages of

fine print listing the files to be

shredded, included the great

bulk of Philadelphia, Denver,

and San Francisco letter files, in

some ways the most important

records then being kept. It is

w ith the letter tiles that we flesh

out the reason for a change in the

coinage or the details behind a

medal.

The way that I discovered this

destruction was odd, in that it

had been kept a secret even

w ithin the Bureau of the Mint. I

had always worked with Mint

Historian Eleonora Hayden in

getting permission to do

research in the documents not

yet released to the Archives. In

1984, I was doing research in

Washington and had requested

the necessary letters of admis-

sion to the GSA building in

Philadelphia where the Mint

records dating after 1900 were

stored. Some post- 1900 records

had actually gone to the

archives, but key data, such as

the voluminous letter files, were still

at the GSA (the General Services

Administration center on

Wissahickon Avenue).

There was some delay in getting the

authorization through Miss Hayden.

As she explained to me, each passing

year seemed to show that her post

was considered less important to the

hierarchy. In the 1930s, for example,

she had direct access to the director,

but by the early 1980s there were

three or four layers of officialdom to

be passed through if she needed per-

mission from the director for a

request such as I had made. She

retired, by the way, before the left-

handed compliment mentioned above

came about.

At any rate the permission was

forthcoming and I went to

Philadelphia with my trusty tape

recorder to go through the letter files.

When I got to the area of the GSA
building allocated to the records, I

should have known something was

wrong; several of the employees—or.

rather, alleged employees—were

talking to each other very loudly

while others were listening to

portable radios as they walked

around the room.

When I asked about the records I

was to see, an employee brought out

the 1978 destruct lists, perhaps 50 or

100 pages of fine print. A few records

had not been destroyed, including the

files dealing with coinage done for

foreign countries, so the trip was not

a complete loss. I had to ask the

employees repeatedly, however, to

turn down their radios and personal

discussions so that I could be heard

on my own tape recorder.

Some of the employees at the

Philadelphia Mint managed to hide a

few of the record volumes from

Hackel; after her tenure ended they

were brought out of hiding, but only

marginally. In one case, when Ernest

Keusch and I were working on the

Assay Medal book for TAMS, I

learned that lists of medals struck

after 1924 still existed, in the hands

of a senior Philadelphia Mint

official. 1 made arrangements to

see the volume but when 1

arrived at the Mint was told that 1

could make notes but no xerox

copy of any page was permitted!

Whether these particular vol-

umes still exist I cannot say.

The destruct order also includ-

ed many other valuable files,

including the die records for the

various Mints. Such wanton

destruction will surely be felt in

the next few decades as informa-

tion on die varieties is sought in

order to combat increasingly

sophisticated counterfeiting. We
may contrast this strange behav-

ior with that of the Royal Mint in

Great Britain, which has fur-

nished rather detailed die infor-

mation on occasion to qualified

individuals.

The curious part about the

destruction of the Philadelphia

Mint letter files is that the

destroyed records were simply

continuations of files which were

already at the Archives and had

been heavily used by researchers.

In 1975, I had examined some of

the files now destroyed, and

copied two or three hundred let-

ters for the years prior to 1914.

These copies are now the only

reminder of untold thousands of

letters now but a memory. This

one order has virtually destroyed

future research into twentieth

century Mint history. As the risk

of a very bad pun, I might say

that that this proves the old adage

that political hacks ought to be

kept out of office involving pub-

lic trust. It was certainly broken

in this case by Stella Hackel.

Miss Hayden told me that she

had looked into the matter and

that Mint Director Donna Pope

had then reversed Hackel's

“scorched-earth” policy, but it

was too late for the earlier

records.
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A Curious Effect

Perhaps the saddest aspect of

this sorry business is the damage

that it will do to reputations in

years to come. There is always

that odd researcher who sees

corruption in every action by a

government official, no matter

how innocent. The classic case is

the semi-literate newspaper

reporter — for a Long Island

paper — who wrote a book

claiming that George

Washington had stolen money

from the government when his

accounts were settled at the end

of the Revolutionary War; the so

- called researcher did not even

understand the basic monetary

system of the period.

This same reporter wrote a

book on the “Making of the

President 1789,” or some such

title, in which he used the form of

“President” that looks like

“Prefident.” Unfortunately, he did not

know the difference between the old-

style S and F and thus the title of his

book was actually misspelled. The

History Channel was using him as an

expert on George Washington, and

when I pointed out that neither he nor

his publisher could spell “President”

it did at least cause a small stir.

The point of all of this is that it is

important to understand the age

which is being studied; too many

writers, for example, criticize indi-

viduals or actions of the nineteenth

century based on an incorrect under-

standing of the situation as it then

existed.

In the 1880s, it was quite common
to charge various Mint officers with

improprieties, but the existence of the

records for the period makes it possi-

ble to find out the truth in nearly

all cases. The various charges

made about the Stella and Goloid

coinage are well known to stu-

dents of this period, and

Superintendent A. Loudon

Snowden can be shown to be

blameless—despite dealer criti-

cism of the era and occasional

repeating of such information by

current writers.

Research at the

Archives
The Archival records are not

always dry to discuss. During my
first trip to the Archives in 1963,

I became thirsty while working at

night in the Central Research

Room. I remembered that there

was a water fountain at the other

end of the building and went

through two swinging doors to

*
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m
get there. On trying to return 1

discovered that these doors only

opened in one direction and I

was now locked in. 1 then

remembered that one could go

through the basement from one

side to the other, so I used the

elevator to go down to that level

and cross over. When 1 arrived

back at the Central Research

Room, I complained to the guard

that the doors could be a little

better arranged. He replied that

they now knew who had set off

the alarm system in the building.

Every time a new guard came

into the research room, I was

pointed out as the cause of all

the trouble that evening. The

next night, there were notices on

the doors in question warning

that use was forbidden in the

evening. I found another drink-

ing fountain.

A Mint Ledger Listing

Dies Destroyed?
During one of my periodic

trips to Philadelphia in the mid-

1960s, I discovered that there

was at the GSA an extremely

valuable Mint ledger dating

from 1844 w hich listed every die

made at the Philadelphia Mint

until 1924. 1 actually handled the

volume and was allowed to look

inside to verify what was there,

but was told that it had to be sent

to the Mint Bureau in

Washington. So, upon my arrival

in Washington, I requested a

meeting with the director, Eva

Adams, but was instead granted

one with an assistant director.

This particular meeting was not

one of my better days. The assis-

tant director first informed me

that he was the sole person pro-

tecting the coinage against the

forces that would destroy it, and

very plainly stated that he

thought I was a front for a coun-

terfeiting gang. Why else would

I be applying to see a record of dies?

The assistant director also informed

me that he would personally destroy

the volume should I manage to get

permission to see it. He made it clear

that ordinary laws did not apply to

important men like him; 1 was not, I

suppose, surprised that he would

think this, but his saying it was some-

thing else again.

At that time the Freedom of

Information Act had just been signed

into law, and upon my return home I

made formal application to use the

volume. After a year of waiting, 1

received a curious communication,

signed by the director, informing me
that I could not see the record

because it was an ‘internal memo’!

When Mrs. Brooks became director, 1

made a formal protest about the way

1 had been treated and the absurd

answer I had received to a legitimate

request for information. She ordered

a thorough search made but did not

find the volume, leading to the

inevitable conclusion that it had

indeed been destroyed. However, in

the process of searching some of the

nooks and crannies that abounded in

the old Bureau offices in the Treasury

Building, a number of significant

ledgers and documents were found

and made available to me. These

proved invaluable, since I had not

even known of their existence; one of

the items, for example, was Chief

Engraver James Barton Longacre’s

personal notebook recording medals

and pattern coins ordered struck in

the 1860s. These records were later

sent to the Archives for all to use.

I mention Mrs. Brooks by name

because 1 would like to single her out

as a friend of the collector and histo-

rian. She did not have to go out of her

way to help me in my research, for I

have no powerful friends in

Washington, but did anyway because

it was the proper thing to do. If it had

not been for her, for example, the

book I did for the Token and Medal

Society on medals of the U.S. Mint

would have been a far poorer effort.

The Letter Files of the

Mint
The letter files of the

Philadelphia Mint are worthy of

a study unto themselves. In the

earliest days, the clerks made

what today are termed “fair

copies” of all letters thought wor-

thy of keeping for future refer-

ence. From 1792 to October

1795, however, the directors did

not keep copies of their letters

—

or at least did not leave them at

the Mint for future directors to

use. It is quite possible that some

day we will uncover the Mint let-

terbooks of David Rittenhouse or

Henry William DeSaussure. the

first two directors.

Beginning in October 1795,

Director Elias Boudinot ordered

that a careful record be kept of all

letters considered important and

quite a few that were only mar-

ginally so. We may be thankful

that he did. for without this infor-

mation, we would know but little

about the workings of the Mint at

this period. These “fair copies”,

which are nothing more than let-

ters carefully copied into a bound

volume, may be consulted by any

researcher.

The following two directors,

Robert Patterson and Samuel

Moore, were very conscientious

about keeping letter files and

these are also still in existence.

Robert M. Patterson, who

became director in 1835,

changed the system, however

—

much to our detriment at this

time. Fair copies were no longer

made, but instead the director

would write out the letter himself

and the clerk would recopy it for

sending through the mails. What

now exists are the director's own

drafts, complete with smudges

and crossed-out sections.

Patterson, however, had one of

the poorer hands of the period

and it is sometimes very difficult
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to understand precisely what he

is saying.

Patterson ordered that ledgers

be kept showing the rough con-

tent of all important letters sent

and received, but most of these

small volumes were lost over the

next several decades and only a

few now grace the Archival

shelves. It was not until 1853,

when James Ross Snowden

became director, that record-

keeping for letters changed to a

new system entirely—that of the

letter-press copy. The letter was

written out in ink and then a very

thin tissue laid across and

pressed against the still-wet ink.

The ink soaked into the tissue

paper, forming a permanent

copy. Unfortunately, in some

cases the ink tended to run, leav-

ing a blurred copy or, worse yet,

the ink contained iron or other

acidic chemicals and the tis-

sue paper disintegrated over

the years.

Until the late 1860s, the

press copy replies were filed

with the incoming letters (if

there were such), but after

that time they were bound

into volumes for better stor-

age. Around 1900, the

Philadelphia Mint finally

began using typewriters and

thus switched to carbon

paper, the standard until the

computer age.

Most of the record groups at

the Archives have been

inventoried and the

researcher uses the printed

inventory to determine the

type of records wanted. The

archives of the various Mints,

except San Francisco, as well

as that of the Mint Bureau,

are in Record Group 104. The

original inventory of 1952

has been superseded several

times.

When I first went to the

National Archives in 1963,

research was done in small rooms but

at night the documents were taken to

the Central Research room. Later, all

work was done there, and I presume

that this is still the case except that

there is a branch Archive in

Maryland, where many of the records

pertaining to the Bureau of the Mint

have been taken. The general rule is

to consult with the staff official

responsible for a given section of

records and present a list of docu-

ments or volumes wanted for the next

day; due to budget contraints and

understaffing, it is not always possi-

ble to have records pulled immediate-

ly.

Methods of Archival Work
When actually doing research, there

are several ways of going about the

task. When copying letters, for exam-

ple, I normally use a tape recorder,

since far more work can be done that

way than by just trying to write

everything down. Also, one's

hand can become very tired after

a few hours, and writer’s cramp

sets in. Once you get tired of

writing everything down, you

begin to skip more and more

until you are at the point of just

writing down an occasional idea;

the latter is sometimes very hard

to interpret when you get home.

On the other hand, with a regu-

lar tape recorder the researcher

simply indexes each letter by the

counter number and the research

is good for an indefinite period.

Some of the handwritten notes I

made in 1963 have long since

become scattered, but the tapes

made as long ago as 1967 are still

perfectly useable. Now, in

preparing a work for publication,

I go through my index, copy off

the relevant entries, and then lis-
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len to the exact letter as it

appeared to me years before.

This is not perfect, of course,

because punctuation and

spelling are generally not

recorded; those who must have

precise documents for publica-

tion rather than just research

need to use other methods. The

use of a tape recorder allows a

researcher to do an enormous

amount of research in a very

short time.

Some of the government build-

ings do have cafeterias, and it is

possible to eat in them under

certain conditions. At one time, I

used to eat in the basement of

the Justice Department—direct-

ly across the street from the

Archives. One of my cousins

had been a special FBI agent sta-

tioned in Washington at the end

of World War II, and he suggest-

ed that I simply act as though I

belonged there when going

through the halls on the way to

the cafeteria. As a matter of fact,

I did just this and got away with

it for quite a w hile. The food was

excellent; it was probably subsi-

dized, like most other things in

Washington. However, in 1974 I

tried the same thing and was

stopped at the door and asked for

identification. I told the guard

that l was undercover and there-

fore did not carry identification

but he did not believe me; so I

went back to eating elsewhere.

Copies and Microfilm
When one does work directly

at the Archives, it is normally

possible to have Xerox copies

made on the spot for a fee. This

service was for a long time

restricted, however, to single

sheets of paper; but on my last

tnp in 1996, I was told that spe-

cial copiers for bound volumes

would soon be available.

In dealing with ledgers and

other special tables that do not

read well into a tape recorder, or are

liable to be confused, it is best to

have the material microfilmed by the

Archives photoduplication service. It

normally takes several weeks to get

this done because there is usually a

considerable backlog.

There is a special class of microfilm

that has already been filmed and is

ready for use on an upper Boor of the

main Archives building in

Washington. For example, all of the

correspondence of the Philadelphia

Mint officers with Dahlonega has

been microfilmed and can be used

upstairs. There are three reels of film,

about 4000 pages in all. On the other

hand, these can be ordered directly

from the Archives. There are also

several other such reels available,

including Bullion Ledger A, which

covers Philadelphia bullion accounts

from 1794 through 1802; letters writ-

ten by the directors of the Mint from

1795 through 1825; Mint warrants

for all payments through 1817; and a

few other specialized ledgers and

documents.

In addition to the Mint documents

that have been microfilmed, the

upstairs microfilm reading room also

has about 200,000 other reels cover-

ing all types of material, including

Treasury and State (diplomatic)

records, many of which are of value

in doing work on coins and medals.

One must consult some rather bulky

registers to determine which reels

would be of value, however.

I cannot speak highly enough of the

Archival staff with whom I have

worked over the years. Mrs.

Holdcamper, Mr. King, and Mr.

Sherman are now long retired but

their replacements—such as Mr.

DiBiase at Philadelphia—are their

equal in every way and I have noth-

ing but praise for all of them.

Frequently, when I w as stumped for a

place to look for a certain item, one

of them would come up with just the

right place to search. In one case, in

the 1970s. Donald King could not

find a particular book and simply

invited me into the stacks; we
searched until it was found, it

having been accidentally mis-

filed by one of the temporary

help employed from time to time.

Another key area of research is

digging through old dealer’s auc-

tion catalogs and fixed price lists

in search of information on the

rarity and importance of certain

coins. I do very little of this, pri-

marily because it does not usual-

ly directly concern the produc-

tion of the coinage or its back-

ground. On the other hand, sever-

al individuals, such as the late

Carl Carlson, have made an art of

this work by using a computer to

speed up searching. The trick is

to know what to feed into the

computer.

A common fallacy that is per-

haps unavoidable is the use of the

mintage figures printed in the

“Redbook.” These have been

worked out over a number of

years by several researchers, and

reflect the number of coins

thought to have been struck of a

given date but not necessarily all

in that year. An example of this

would be the figure for the 1 803

silver dollars, which actually

includes all of those pieces struck

early in 1804, since dies of 1803

are believed to have been used in

the following year. However, as

most of these revised figures

were prepared some years ago,

there are now to be found writers

who assume that such figures

represent annual coinage totals

for a given denomination.

Articles have actually been pub-

lished supposedly indicating the

amount of bullion flowing into

the mint in a given year, but

which in reality show' nothing of

the kind. Those who do research

in this manner should be well

warned to understand precisely

the kind of figures being dealt

with before using them in a seri-

ous study.
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It is quite possible that private

individuals hold records of great

value in the study of American

coinage and medals. Both Adam
Eckfeldt and Franklin Peale took

a considerable quantity of

records with them when they left

the Philadelphia Mint—in 1839

and 1 854. respectively—and the

finding of these records might

prove of immense value. Only

one small volume kept by Peale,

on medal dies, has ever turned

up for research work. The

Eckfeldt papers are known to

have been kept intact within the

family for several decades after

his death in 1852, and may well

yet be owned by some descen-

dant. They might, for example,

throw light on the proof and

medal coinages prior to 1 839.

1933
In late February 1996, I was

contacted by an attorney repre-

senting one of the principals in

the matter of the 1933 double

eagle. The attorney wished to

know what could be learned in

the Archives about the 1933 gold

coinage and, in particular, if any-

thing could be located which

would prove that the coins in

question had been legally issued.

I felt that, if such information

could be found, collectors in

general might feel a little less

heat from the federal authorities

in terms of coins that most peo-

ple would consider legitimate

collectibles. If the 1933 double

eagle was declared legal, then

many other coins of dubious

legality might become safer for

collectors to own and display.

For such reasons, I undertook

the work but, as is known, the

final court agreement was some-

what unexpected.

For many years, ever since the

seizures began in 1944, there

have been all sorts of rumors

about how and why the coins left

the Philadelphia Mint. One story, for

example, claimed that Treasury

Secretary William Woodin owned

several of the pieces; he was in office

during most of 1933 and may well

have had access to such coins.

Another story was that they were

paid out to the Federal Reserve and

that available specimens were some-

how obtained from that source. I have

no idea whether Woodin even owned

a single specimen but I do know that

the second rumor is not true.

I made arrangements to visit the

Philadelphia branch archives as well

as the main Archives in Washington.

As I noted earlier, some years ago it

was decided to decentralize certain

record groups to make it easier for

local researchers; the net result was,

however, that interrelated papers

were now in different locations, cre-

ating problems where none had exist-

ed before.

By early March the trip arrange-

ments had been made, and I left on

the 14th from the Indianapolis airport

for Philadelphia. I spent the day at the

branch records center and then went

on to Washington, where I stayed for

several more days.

The heavy destruction of records at

the order of Stella Hackel in 1978

meant that perhaps five or ten percent

of the original 1933 documents still

exist; no one, to my knowledge, had

ever been through these papers look-

ing for material on the 1933 double

eagle. The truth was that I did not

have the slightest idea what still

existed for the gold coinage of that

year, nor in which files relevant data

might be found. Under the circum-

stances, I simply asked to see every

file that might have even the slightest

crumb of information.

Philadelphia was something of a

disappointment even though several

of the gold ledgers from 1933 were

located. It was clear from these that

1933 eagles had in fact been paid out

to the banking system but not double

eagles.

At this point, it is perhaps best to

explain what actually occurred in

1933 with respect to banks and

the Federal Reserve System.

There seems to be a widespread

belief that when Franklin

Roosevelt became president on

March 4, 1933, he immediately

stopped the banks from paying

out gold coins and that this act

was later made permanent. This

is not quite correct.

What happened is that there

was a Bank Holiday declared

almost immediately to stop the

panic runs on the banking sys-

tem. This lasted for a few days,

and the banks were then allowed

to reopen and to pay out gold

when requested by the public. In

addition, the Federal Reserve

System was given the authority,

about March 13th, to pay out

gold to banks under their juris-

diction. On April 5, the paying

out of gold by the banks was

halted and most gold was called

in; the banks were ordered to turn

in their stocks of gold coin to the

Federal Reserve, which in turn

forwarded it to the Mints for

melting into bars. Later that year,

all gold, except for collector

pieces, was ordered to be turned

in.

Sales in the

1930s and 1940s
From the mid- 1930s to 1944,

the double eagles of 1933 were

openly bought, sold, and dis-

played by collectors. In The

Numismatist of the early 1940s,

for example, the coins were even

illustrated. One dealer advertised

to buy such coins but indicated

specifically that he did not want

second-rate pieces, only uncircu-

lated! What is even more inter-

esting is that the Director of the

Mint was then, and still is, an ex-

officio member of the American

Numismatic Association and is

known to have read the monthly

r
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magazine On several occasions.

Director Nellie Tayloe Ross

wrote letters to the editor cor-

recting minor misstatements of

one sort or another. There is also

little doubt that the journal was

read by other members of the

Mint service.

In 1944, when Stack’s was

preparing to sell one of the

coins. Dr. Leland Howard of the

Mint Bureau suddenly discov-

ered his personal mission in life:

to make certain that the 1933

double eagles were seized from

collectors at whatever cost. The

Secret Service was brought into

the case, and over the next sev-

eral years a number of pieces

were duly confiscated or volun-

tarily surrendered. The recent

government press release says

that the Howard investigation

was triggered by an inquiry from

a newspaper reporter, but this

seems odd when it is considered

that coin auctions in the 1940s

were not normally the subject of

newspaper stories and there had

been repeated mentions of the

subject in The Numismatist. It

was also 1944, when the war in

the Pacific was raging in all its

fury and was paramount in the

minds of nearly everyone.

1913 Liberty Head
Nickel

In the course of searching for

1933 data, I came across a num-

ber of letters from ordinary citi-

zens inquiring about the status of

the 1913 Liberty Head nickel.

(The endless offers by B. Max

Mehl to buy such coins had of

course seized the public fancy,

thus the inquiries.) The general

thrust of the answers was that

the Bureau of the Mint really

was not interested in the subject.

Someone had even gone to the

trouble of preparing a booklet

explaining that the Bureau really

did not know how the pieces

came about but thought that they

might have been coined in 1913 by

mistake; this claim was almost cer-

tainly untrue, as one would think that

there would have been inquiries in

1919 when the pieces first surfaced.

It would not have been difficult to

determine that the pieces had been

illegally made in late December,

1912, and smuggled from the premis-

es. That the Bureau was not interest-

ed in bothering about the subject,

however, is an interesting commen-

tary on the mindset of government

officials then and now.

It is also worth mentioning, in con-

nection with the legality of coins in

general, that minor proof coins dated

prior to 1878 and pre-1860 gold and

silver proofs, with the exception of

the Gobrecht dollars, were not issued

according to law and thus are techni-

cally illegal. In these cases, the proof

pieces were delivered as medals and

not recorded in the annual reports of

the Mint Bureau. No one has suggest-

ed seizing these coins, for good rea-

son, but their status is not all that dif-

ferent from a 1933 double eagle.

What I eventually found was a doc-

ument of mid-March 1933 stating

that the Mint had the right to pay out

gold coinage until further notice. It

was at this exact time, March 15, that

the first double eagles of 1933 were

delivered and the date on the docu-

ment was a pleasant coincidence. The

document states, to be exact, that a

person could bring in gold for

coinage and could be paid that exact

amount in gold, so long as the

amount of gold in the Mint did not

decrease. This particular privilege

ceased to exist on April 5 by order of

the President but it was in effect for a

certain period of time—sufficient for

the 1933s to legally leave the Mint.

The government has claimed that

no order was ever given to release the

1933s. This proved to be true, but the

order to release coins by a given date,

as was done for double eagles at this

time, was an administrative decision,

not the rule of law and the superin-

tendent could easily have over-

ridden the regulation without

serious consequence. It is also

worth remembering that the

Philadelphia Superintendent,

Freas Styer, was a Republican

and unlikely to hold his job for

very long anyway once the new

Administration of Franklin

Roosevelt got around to putting

their own people in key posts.

There are a number of avenues

by which the double eagles could

have left the Mint in the latter

part of March 1933. Given the

discovered document, it would

be, one would think, up to the

government to prove that none

left the Mint legally; this appears

to be impossible in 2002 given

the state of the records as they

now exist.

Conclusions
In closing, I would mention that

the most important point in doing

research on any period of

coinage is first to understand the

time period in which the coinage

was made. One should not use

modern standards to judge

actions of the past. To do so does

a disservice to those responsible

for producing the numismatic

treasures of our earlier days. O
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The History Of The ANS

The Second Decade
ABRIDGED BY OLIVER D. HOOVER

FROM HOWARD ADELSON'S HISTORY OF THE ANS

The first installment of this series

saw the Society’s first beginnings

interrupted by the Civil War.

Following this break. The American

Numismatic and Archaeological

Society, as the institution then called

itself, began the process of matching

its activities to the ambitions of its

members. This work continued dur-

ing the Society’s second decade, a

period when many of the same obsta-

cles confronted the new organization,

but one which also presented new

opportunities.

Early Exhibitions
In 1864, shortly after the reorgani-

zation of the Society following the

Civil War, the ANS was invited to

participate in the Metropolitan Fair

for the U.S. Sanitary Commission.

Having accepted the invitation, the

Society formed a small display of

various objects in its collection.

Involvement in the Fair led to corre-

spondence between the ANS
Librarian, Isaac F. Wood, and

William W. Murphy, the American

Consul-General in Frankfort am
Main. Murphy had donated a 1/16

ducat of Nuremberg, issued during

the Schmalkaldic War (1546-47), to

be auctioned off in support of the

Fair, and the coin excited numerous

enquiries from the public. The

answers that Wood received from

Murphy were published in the local

A M

Charles E. Anthon

President of the ANS

papers to satisfy the general curiosity

about the coin. To satisfy his own

interest. Wood bought the 1/16 ducat

at auction and accepted on behalf of

the ANS, an offer by the Consul-

General to send other coins.

Even at this early period, the ANS
held a pre-eminent position among

other numismatic societies of the

United States. Because of its status,

Samuel L. Buggies, the United States

Commissioner to the Paris

Exposition of 1867, requested the

assistance of the ANS in preparing a

special display of American coinage

that would include the contemporary

issues of the U.S. Mint as well as

coins from earlier periods. The pur-

pose of the exhibit was, in Buggies
’

own words, “to show by the visible

example of our broad, continental

Republic, unifying its coins from

Ocean to Ocean, the world-wide

value of a common system of coins,

which shall include all the civilised

nations on the globe.” Needless to

say, President Frank H. Norton and

the rest of the ANS membership

accepted the request with great

enthusiasm. The fact that the organi-

zation of the exhibit took place at a

time when there was much public

criticism of the artistic merit and

international value of U.S. coinage

seems to have stimulated greater

activity in producing a world-class

display for the Paris Exposition.

The publicity that accrued to the

Society through its involvement in

fairs and exhibitions increased its

public exposure both at home and

abroad. Contacts with the

Manchester Numismatic Society in

England and other organizations and

individuals led to a variety of dona-

tions to the library and the numismat-

ic collection. By 1870, the library

holdings were made up of 959 books

and the coin cabinet included 2, 294

pieces, of which 1, 509 were

American.

Years of Silence and
Recovery

In the period from 1870 to 1873, it

is difficult to reconstruct the events in
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the life ol the ANS w uh any detail, in

part because the Recording Secretary

tailed to record the minutes of the

meetings However, to judge from a

letter written by Professor Anthon

and the later reminiscences of Wood,

it is clear that during these three years

ANS activity virtually stopped. Very

few meetings were held and the vari-

ous numismatic, archaeological, and

library collections were packed up

and stored at the homes of Edward

Groh, the Curator of Numismatics,

George H. Perine, the First Vice-

President, and Isaac F. Wood, respec-

tively.

Although at the time it may have

seemed as if the ANS was finished, a

few members, including Isaac Wood,

President Charles E. Anthon and

Secretary William Poillon, were

determined to struggle on and raise

the Society out of the torpor into

which it had fallen. In May of 1874

it was announced in the local papers

that regular meetings had resumed,

which seemed to rekindle the interest

of old members and to encourage

others to apply for membership for

the first time. Unfortunately, it

proved more difficult than might

have been expected to return all of

the material that had been stored

away during the previous three years.

Groh and Wood were quick to bring

back the books and numismatic

objects that had been in their care, but

Perine, who had lost interest in the

Society, refused to return the full

archaeological collection. By 1875

he had only returned “a crooked

stick, a small birch canoe, a piece of

shell dug from City Hall Park, a tile

(one of two) from the house of

Benedict Arnold, an old brick from

Sleepy Hollow Church.. .a scrap

fxxik containing a few caricatures,

and also a few minerals.” As this

agglomeration was somewhat less

than the complete ANS archaeologi-

cal collection, further vain attempts

were made to convince Perine to

return the remainder up until 1876,

when the matter seems to have been

dropped.

Once the Society had reconstituted

itself and the vast majority of its col-

Dr. George H. Perine

lections had been taken out of stor-

age, the most serious issue facing the

organization was the perennial prob-

lem of finding a suitable location in

which to hold meetings and keep the

collections. In 1873 and 1874 the

Annual Meetings were held at tempo-

rary locations in the City College and

Mott Memorial Hall. The room at the

latter was so pleasing to the

Executive Committee in 1874 that

Wood rented the space for four meet-

ings and space for a bookcase at the

cost of $50.00 a year. This arrange-

ment was generally approved by the

membership and continued until

March of 1878 when it became prob-

able that Mott Memorial Hall would

no longer be able to offer its rooms to

the ANS.

The Tokens of

Membership
At the Annual Meeting of 1876 the

new ly resurrected ANS could boast a

membership consisting of 14 hon-

orary. 54 corresponding and 34 resi-

dent members. The Society showed

great concern for its members, mak-

ing enquiries about individuals who

had apparently lost interest in the

organization, and striking from the

rolls those w ith poor reputations that

might reflect badly on the ANS. It is

also notable that in this period, when

many American associations and

clubs still remained the sole preserve

of men, membership was also open to

women. In 1878 Mrs. Sarah Browne

Wood, the wife of the ANS President

Isaac F. Wood, became the first

female member.

A renewed interest in the symbols

of membership began to grow in con-

junction with the increase in mem-
bership after 1873. Thus, in 1875,

Wood proposed the idea of producing

a membership medal. The earlier

experience with the Lincoln Medal

and its attendant technical and finan-

cial problems, as described in the pre-

vious installment of the "History of

the ANS,” caused the Executive

Committee to approach the produc-

tion of the medal with caution. In

order to avoid suffering a potential

loss, the dies were ordered from

George H. Lovett, who agreed to

become a life member and advanced

part of the $75.00 cost of the dies,

thereby making the actual cost to the

ANS only $45.00. At the Annual

Meeting of 1 876. members were also

invited to subscribe for the cost of the

dies.

Fortunately, Lovett’s skill and

integrity were superior to those of

Emil Sigel, who had been responsible

for the Lincoln medal, and the mem-

bership medal was produced with lit-

tle trouble. Although two reverse

dies had to be made because the first

was rejected and there was some brief

disagreement concerning the price

for silver medals, there were no prob-

lems that even approached those that

had afflicted the earlier Lincoln

medal.

The membership medal struck in

1876 had a diameter of 42 mm and

used as its obverse type a circle

enclosing three oak leaves with a

scroll beneath containing the familiar

motto of the Society. The reverse

depicted an oak wreath with a thun-

derbolt set in it vertically at the top

and a ribbon at the bottom enclosing

a blank for the name and date of

membership. Around the wreath

appeared the inscription FOUNDED
AT NEW YORK MDCCCLVI1I.

above, and INCORPD MDCCCl W
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Members could purchase the medal

in gold, silver or bronze for the price

of $50.00, $5.00 and $1.50, respec-

tively. One of the gold medals was

presented to President Anthon at the

Annual Meeting of 1878 in recogni-

tion of his efforts on behalf of the

ANS.

At the same time that the member-

ship medal was being proposed and

produced under the direction of

Wood and Anthon, other members of

the Executive Committee were hard

at work trying to recover the old plate

for membership certificates. It had

briefly been lost when the assignee to

whom it had been entrusted fell into

bankruptcy. However, First Vice-

President Benjamin Betts ascertained

its whereabouts in 1875 and after

William Poillon visited Nassau in the

same year promises were made that

the plate would be returned. In 1 876

Poillon finally received the plate, just

as the membership medal was mak-

ing its first appearance. After the

plate was modified to remove the line

for the signature of the

Corresponding Secretary (an office

that was discontinued between 1873

and 1894), new membership certifi-

cates were printed.

As the second decade of the ANS
drew to a close, Wood suggested that

a commemorative medal might also

be struck in celebration of the preced-

ing twenty years, but the members

decided that the twenty-fifth anniver-

sary was more appropriate for a

medal. O

Herbert A. Cahn
1 91 5-2002

BY UTE WARTENBERG
On April, 5 of this year, Herbert A. Cahn died unexpectedly at the age of 87. Both an academic and

a dealer, he was one of the most distinguished numismatists of the 20th century. Born on January 27,

1915 in Frankfurt, he became interested in numismatics early in his youth. During his student days in

the Goethegymnasium, he worked for the well-known coin dealer Adolph E. Cahn. His first article on

an unpublished denarius of Septimius Severus appeared in 1929, when Cahn was only 14 years old.

Published not long after, one of his first catalogs, the sale of the collection of Republican coins of E.J.

Haeberlin, likewise shows his amazing talent at an early age. Following his graduation from gymnasi-

um, he enrolled at Frankfurt University in archaeology, ancient history and Classical philology; he left

Nazi Germany in 1933 and emigrated to Switzerland. With his brother Erich, he founded the dealership

Munzhandlung Basel, which exists to the present day under the name of Munzen und Medaillen AG.

In later years, Cahn’s interests turned increasingly towards Classical antiquities and he became,

together with his son Jean-David, one of the most renowned antiquities dealers in Europe.

His love for coins and the field of numismatics was not restricted to the commercial field. In 1940,

Cahn completed his PhD dissertation on the coinage of Naxos, which was published a few years later

under the title Die Munzen der sizilischen Stadt Naxos. Ein Beitrag zur Kunstgeschichte des griechi-

schischen Westen. This work, one of the most important die-studies of Greek numismatics, shows

Cahn’s strongly art-historical approach at its best. Later publications include a book on the coinage

of the island of Knidos in the sixth and fifth centuries BC, many articles on ancient coins, medals and

antiquities. From 1 965 on, Cahn taught at the University of Heidelberg, where he received, in 1 971 ,
the

title of honorary professor. His activities as editor, writer, organizer, and initiator of many organizations

have left a lasting legacy.

Cahn joined the ANS in 1936 and was made a Corresponding Member in 1977. He received, in 1983,

the ANS’s Huntington Award in recognition of his substantial contribution to the field of numismatics.

Herbert Cahn was both a renowned numismatist and, more importantly, a true gentleman, and will be

dearly missed by all who knew him. O
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The ANS database describing the

numismatic objects in the Society’s

collection is available and free for all

users via the Society's web-site. This

column will introduce a few of the

basic and more advanced features

that w ill allow' readers to make effec-

tive use of this tool.

1 he URL
http://www.amnumsoc.org/search

lists three options under ’Coin and

Other Objects Search Forms'. The

first, 'Simple Keyword Search,' is

useful when you want to search for a

few keywords, such as 'augustus biga'

or 'lincoln memorial’ (the database is

case-insensitive). Either of these

searches will return all records that

contain both of the entered words.

The simple search form does not,

however, allow you to search for

objects by material or type, such as

coin or medal. For that you need to

use the 'Search by Fields' form.

'Search by Fields' allows you to

specify quite sophisticated searches

that should satisfy many needs. The

first three options on the left side of

the screen let you type in keywords

as on the simple form but also let you

restrict your search to only certain

fields in the database. For example,

searching for 'Boston' only in the

'Reverse Type' field will bring up

objects, including many medals and

decorations, that depict that city. It is

always possible to limit your search

to records that are illustrated with a

digital image by checking the 'Image

Available' box. At the time of w riting,

doing so called up the "Washington

before Boston" medals that are cur-

rently on display at the Federal

Reserve Bank of New York.

Many of the options on this search

form - such as department, material,

and object type - are easily under-

stood. 'Department' refers to the sec-

tion of the collection in which the

object is kept, 'Material' is just that,

and 'Object Type' allows you to

search by the controlled vocabulary

that we use to put our collection into

broad categories.

Some of the search options require

more explanation. 'Reference' is usu

Continued on page 56
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Forty-two objects from the

Society’s collection were lent to the

Spertus Institute of Jewish Studies in

Chicago. The exhibition entitled “A

Gateway to Medieval Mediterranean

Life: Cairo’s Ben Ezra Synagogue,”

will be on display until August 18,

2002. The materials from the exhibi-

tion illustrate the secular and reli-

gious life (Jewish, Christian and

Muslim) of Cairo and Egypt during

the 9th- 16th centuries. Fatimid gold

and silver coins from Misr, gold

dinars from Alexandria, silver

dirhams from al-Qahira issued by

Salah al-Din b.Ayyub (known in the

west as Saladin), and coin weights of

the Fatimid and the Ayyubid period

from the ANS collection play a valu-

able role in the exhibit and have been

important part of the exhibit’s educa-

tional program.

Two slavery tags from the Society,

one stamped “City of

Charleston/Free” and the other

“Charleston /No. 11 2/ Porter/1815”,

were contributed to a major exhibi-

tion of the Chester County Historical

Society, Pennsylvania, entitled “Just

Over the Line: Chester County and

the Underground Railroad.” The

exhibition will be open until the end

of December 2002. It is the first exhi-

bition to interpret the role of African-

Americans, Quakers and other coun-

ty residents who either supported or

resisted the anti-slavery movement in

Chester County, Pennsylvania. It is

part of a long-term research and com-

munity outreach project that is tak-

ing the Chester County Historical

Society to local school and

community groups. There are

plans for the exhibit to travel

to the National Underground

Railroad Freedom Center in

Cincinnati, Ohio.

The ANS also provided a

Charleston slave badge

from 1846 for a special

exhibit in England. This

object is a part of the per-

manent exhibition entitled

“Transatlantic Slavery:

Against Human Dignity,”

sponsored by the Peter Moores

Foundation, and is on extended

loan to the National Museum and

Galleries of Merseyside in Liverpool.

Visitors to the Liverpool museum’s

West African collections have the

opportunity to discover the subject

of transatlantic slavery in a novel and

interesting way.

The twenty-seven medals and five

sculptures of the Finnish artist Tiovo

Jaatinen, this year’s recipient of the

ANS J. Sanford Saltus Award Medal,

continue to stay on display in the East

Gallery of the Museum. In conjunc-

tion with the Saltus meeting a special

exhibit of the Finnish medallists of

the 19-20th centuries was organized-

which includes a presentation of the

Slavery tag from Charleston (on dis-

play in Pennsylvania)

medals of Jacob Ahrenberg, Walter

Runeberg, Carl Jahn, Emil Wikstrom,

Viktor Malmberg, Gerda Qist,

Gunnar Finne and Kauko Rasannen,

demonstrating this important artistic

tradition. Visitors also have an

opportunity to see rare examples of

Suomi medallic art from the ANS
medal collection. The exhibition will

remain on view until late September

2002.

www.AmphoraCoins .com
New Items Added Weekly
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ANS Celebration At The Sky Club
BY PAMALA PLUMMER-WRIGHT

On April 15, 2002 the 100th day of opening of “Drachmas, Doubloons and Dollars”

was celebrated in great style

the heart of New York City.

The event raised over

$40,000 dollars. Guests

sipped champagne and

enjoyed the remarkable view

of the New York skyline.

Dinner Chairman, George

Wyper, welcomed the guests

and thanked Federal

Reserve President William

McDonough for making the

exhibit possible. Federal

Reserve Archivist Rosemary Lazenby, was also recognized for all her efforts on behalf

of the ANS and the exhibit “Drachmas, Doubloons and Dollars.”

The guest speaker for the evening was Lawyer, Activist and Author Kerry Kennedy

Cuomo, (daughter of the late Robert F. Kennedy and Ethel Kennedy) who is commit-

ted to assisting the ANS in moving to lower Manhattan and in establishing the first

Museum of Money. In her remarks, she commended each and every guest for attend-

ing and said "by supporting the new ANS Museum you do your part for the revitaliza-

tion of lower Manhattan." She continued "With the new building being in the heart of

Wall Street at 140 William, literally a few blocks from ground zero, it will draw thou-

sands of new visitors to the neighborhood."

The Sky Club Gala will be an annual event with the next one occuring again in January

2003 in conjunction with the New York International. O

at the Sky Club, Penthouse of the Chrysler building, in

View of the Sky Club
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FRB President William McDonough, Mrs.

McDonough and George Wyper, ANS Council

Member, greeting a guest.

Representatives from the Federal Reserve Bank of

New York with Rosemary Lazenby (middle).

ANS President Donald Partrick honors the

Federal Reserve Bank of New York and archivist

Rosemary Lazenby.

ANS President Donald Partrick and William

McDonough.
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Current
Cabinet Activities

BY ROB

a
ike a library, a

great cabinet such

as that of the

American
Numismatic
Society becomes a

clearing house of

information,
assisting
researchers, col-

lectors, dealers and anyone else who

may have questions relating to mate-

rials included in the collection. I

think many members of the public,

and even specialists, may not be

aware that providing service of this

sort constitutes the primary part of

the work done by most museum cura-

tors, particularly those in institutions

with small staffs and important hold-

ings. Maybe this point should be

simply taken for granted, but I find

that it looms large for the Society and

for me.

France John Law Satirical medal,

1720, Betts 126.

ERT WILSON HOGE

Germany: Lusitania medal, by Karl Gotz, 1915

To the extent that individual cura-

tors may work with certain items, or

even pursue research questions of

their own, their direction is frequent-

ly determined by “encounters" with

portions of the collection brought

about by outside events. Chief

among these are new acquisitions for

the cabinet. Reports on the ANS'

annual accessions are now published

in the American Journal of

Numismatics, the latest volume of

which has just gone to press, and

some of them are featured in this ANS

Magazine. But the effort to fulfill

requests from other people is what

usually brings specific holdings to

the curators’ attention.

At the ANS, requests about speci-

mens in the collection are constant

and varied. The cabinet is routinely

called upon to provide display items

for our own exhibits, loan items for

other institutions’ exhibitions, illus-

trations for publications, images for

research and reference, comparisons

with new discoveries or for authenti-

cation, and general insights into

numismatic subjects. Just to show

something of this range of activity,

and at the same time to reveal a

glimpse of the scope and depth of the

Poland: 3 ducats, 1599. Gift of Mark

and Lottie Salton in Memory of

Felix Schlessinger
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German States, Saxony: Hans Reinhart Religious medal, 1538.

cabinet, I thought I would take this

opportunity to present a selection of a

few of the items I have recently had

occasion to handle as the result of

trying to assist people who have con-

tacted me.

In the previous issue of this maga-

zine, I mentioned some of the indi-

vidual researchers who happened to

have visited our coin rooms and the

things they were investigating.

Working with visitors is of course a

major focus. This requires not only

search and retrieval functions but

supervision and discussion. A great

deal of my work, however, also

involves contacts via telephone, mail

and, ever-increasingly, the internet.

Let me share with you some items

about which serendipitous inquiries

have been made by those whom we

serve, both near and far.

Medallic decorations researcher

Alan Harrow requested me to investi-

gate the rare New Zealand Cross, the

highest order of recognition for brav-

U.S. New York Giants watch-fob:

season pass, 1 925.

ery issued by that country, the equiv-

alent to the famed British Victoria

Cross. I found in the ANS collection

an example donated in 1910, by the

great numismatic philanthropist J.

Sanford Saltus, who had acquired it

at auction from Puttick & Simpson,

of London, in 1910. This award,

accompanied by a silver New
Zealand Campaign medal, had been

engraved to Constable Soloman

Black for action at Natapa, January,

1869. Curiously, the Cross is noted

to have been a “duplicate,”

Somehow, a “replacement” was

issued to Black, while the original

had been sold at auction in 1907,

from the collection of a Dr. Buick of

U.S. Society of the Cincinnati:

Decoration ca. 1790

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC SO

Florida, Amelia Island: Gregor
MacGregor medal, 1817.

Lame Harbour, Ireland.

Mr. Harrow informed me that 25

examples were originally authorized

and struck for awards by the Phillips

company, the first 20 being struck in

New Zealand Cross of Solomon Black,

ca. 1890.
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New York: New York Benevolent

Association, Life Saving Medal of

Frans Jhon Stromberg, 1 895.

1871 and bearing the Phillips car-

touche on the reverse of the suspen-

sion bar. The second order, of 5

crosses, was struck in 1886 by

Phillips, but without the cartouche.

At this time Phillips was authorized

to strike a few specimens “for the

Royal Mint and eminent collectors in

England,” after which, Phillips some-

how lost control of the dies.

Unauthorized specimens, probably

including the Saltus collection piece,

were struck between 1 886 and 1 908,

while the dies were in private hands.

They were recovered by the agent

general in 1908. The Royal Mint

Museum Archives have documents

show ing that the dies were in the pos-

session of one Mr. J. G. La Rouche in

1904.

The ANS example, with no hall-

mark on it, is arguably one of the later

unauthorized specimens, spuriously

named to Black. This seems espe-

cially likely since it was originally

auctioned and subsequently donated

to the ANS paired with a “re-

engraved” New Zealand Victoria

U.S. Assay Commission medal, 1880
Former Wadsworth Athenaeum,

J. Coolidge Hills Coll.

Campaign Medal. Harrow also stated

that re-named medals are not uncom-

mon, that this was done for both

legitimate and illigitimate purposes.

To date, no records are known to

indicate that Black lost his medals

and had them replaced. His original

medals are reported to have turned up

at auction while he was still alive, so

the chances are that he sold or

pawned them (not unusual in those

days). The auction house probably

represented the ANS pair as replace-

ments to enhance their value and

marketability. Harrow observed, fur-

ther, that this was not an unusual

ruse, even found occasionally today

with spuriously named medals.

A couple of inquiries have come in

regarding the badge of the Society of

the Cincinnati, the group comprised

of General George Washington's offi-

cers after the Revolutionary War and

their proud descendents. In looking

into the ANS cabinet for reference

material, it was my pleasure to find

several specimens of these attractive

American versions of European

Persia (Iran): Fath 'Ali Shah, multiple

toman, A.H. 1 221 (C.E.1 806/7).

orders. The group includes one that

appears to be especially early.

Unfortunately, it is lacking its docu-

mentation as to original ownership,

which also seems to be the case with

other examples in the collection.

From William Day, who is assisting

Philip Grierson at the FitzWilliam

Museum, Cambridge, with the forth-

coming Volume 12 (Northern Italy)

of Medieval European Coinage, we

received a request regarding the late

Medieval minor billon coinage of

Genoa. 1 found the ANS has an exam-

ple of a denaro minuto that had been

classified under Giano di

Campofregoso, but which in reality

seems to be an issue of his successor,

Pietro (1450-1457). to whom I have

now reassigned it. This coin is

somewhat poorly struck and worn,

and tends to be difficult to read. The

obverse is well-centered, and is miss-

ing the tops of most of the letters (and

stops); its legend reads P:C:DU

X:IAN: The reverse has worse cen-

tering and strike; one can read [CO|

NR A{D] D(*] on it. the last letter

being a mintmaster's mark. This

RICAN NUMISMATIC SOCIETY
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specimen is one of the many to which

the ANS has had to assign “dummy”
accession numbers, since the item

had been filed into the cabinet with-

out notation as to its source. Entering

documentation of this kind is a pri-

mary function of museum registrars

and curators, so catching up with the

records on a massive number of

accessions is a constant effort.

Rick Smith made an appointment to

study the famous Lusitania medal by

the German satiric artist Karl Gotz.

The cabinet contains an array of these

pieces, including both early and late

examples of the British and American

forgeries of the piece, several with

original boxes and documentation.

Entering the annals of psychological

warfare, the copies were distributed

to evoke antipathy toward Germany

as the heartless perpetrator of the ves-

sel’s fatal sinking. Regrettably, some

of the best examples of the Lusitania

medal are also lacking accession doc-

umentation.

When in the course of working with

the collections it becomes possible to

complete and/or correct the cabinet’s

accession documentation, and assign

the actual proper registration num-

bers to items that had been somehow

miscatalogued in the past, one always

feels a certain sense of satisfaction.

One such recent case was that involv-

ing the rare medal commemorating

the 1817 seizure of Amelia Island, on

the Northeast coast of Florida, by the

Scottish philibusterer, “General”

Gregor MacGregor, formerly a hero

of the liberation of Venezuela under

Simon de Bolivar. This item had pre-

viously been assigned a “dummy”
accession number, and was listed in

Carling Gresham’s 1992 study of

these medals as having “no record.” I

was able to find that it had been a

gift, in 1893, from the great early

ANS patron Daniel Parish, Jr., who

had quite probably purchased it from

the Chapman brothers Bushnell col-

lection sale of 1882, wherein it was

stated that only two or three were

known; the same piece could very

likely have come from the 1871

George A. Leavitt New York sale of

the Dr. Charles Clay collection. Our

U.S. Augustus Saint-Gaudens,

Cornish plaquette, 1 905.

example has the second oldest estab-

lished pedigree (after one in the cabi-

net of the British Museum) of any of

the dozen or so now believed to exist.

We were able to rectify the docu-

mentation of another issue thanks to

an inquiry from Don Lewallen, who

sought information on the “Old Sugar

House” commemorative of 1892.

Again, the three examples in the cab-

inet had been given “dummy num-

bers for the purpose of entering them

onto the ANS data base, but their

original documentation was at hand,

showing them to have been the gift,

in 1 892, of the maker, Edward Groh.

Groh's holographic manuscript pro-

vided all the details of their produc-

tion. His original intent had been to

have the Rose Street Sugar House,

used as a prison by the British during

the Revolution, included by early

numismatic entrepreneur Augustus

B. Sage in his series of historic build-

ing commemorative tokens minted in

1859.

The wealth of material in the ANS
collection can answer many ques-

tions. Mark Kaleniecki, researching

Polish gold coins and ordering pho-

tographs, called my attention to the

1599 3-ducat piece which had been

donated by Mark and Lottie Salton in

memory of Felix Schlessinger, noting

that it is really a variant from the

befuddled published descriptions of

its type, which has been erroneously

classified heretofore. Dr. Hugo Polak

was studying the medals of the early

German Renaissance medalist Hans

Reinhart, which gave me the occa-

sion to perceive the cabinet’s richness

in this area. Our “Adoration of the

Magi”/ “Moses and the Burning

Bush” piece, issued under Johann

Friedrich “The Magnanimous” of

Saxony in 1538, is an attractive

example. Although this master is rec-

ognized as one of the greatest of his

time, his work is not widely known in

this country at the present time.

Someday, it is to be hoped that the

great ANS cabinet of medals may be

fully published, revealing this mar-

velous field in its rightful glory.

Some of the medallic items in the

cabinet are considerably more mun-

dane than others, and some are just

more fun! One such is a memento of

the great days of 20th century base-

ball in America—a medallic 1925

watch-fob season pass for the New
York Giants. 1 ran across this thanks

to an inquiry from researcher Jim

Urbaniak. Of additional local inter-

est, we had occasion to search out

and photograph a New York

Benevolent Association, Life Saving

Medal, such as this interesting exam-

ple from 1895, to fulfill a request

from LCDR Randy Carol Balano,

USNR,Command Historian. Office

of Naval Intelligence, who was

preparing an exhibition of the

Command History.

Allen Menke contacted us in con-

nection with his research on medals

of the Philippines, of which the ANS
holds a splendid run thanks for the

donation of the magnificent series

collected by Dr. Gilbert S. Perez.

Priscilla P. Soucek, researching

coinage of the Qajar dynasty of Iran

(the last house of rulers before the

advent of the family of the late Shah,

the Pahlavis), called attention to the

fine multiple toman of Fath ‘Ali Shah

from the Teheran mint, dating from

1806/7 C.E. This rarity was exhibit-
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ed at the International Exhibition of

Persian Art held in London in 1931.

ANS Council member John Adams,

studying the fascinating series of

medals issued in Europe in connec-

tion w ith the financial misadventures

of John Law, drew my attention to the

cabinet’s superb run of these pieces.

Probably best know n from the work

of C. Wyllys Betts, American

Colonial History Illustrated by

Contemporary Medals, these enter-

taining pieces satirize the notorious

Scots arbiter of the French economy

upon the bursting of the “Mississippi

Bubble” in 1720.

Among other pieces of Early

American context and interest, 1 had

occasion to research the “Elephant

tokens” in the cabinet due to the

research of R. Neil Fulghum, Keeper

of the North Carolina Collection

Gallery, Louis Round Wilson Library

at the University of North Carolina,

in Chapel Hill. I think our best exam-

ple is an attractive off-center strike

donated by the eminent collector

Emery May Norweb. I also had a

chance to examine the collection of

1773 Virginia half pennies through

the instigation of Alan Anthony, find-

ing an incomplete run of choice

pieces. And in the process of prepar-

ing a talk for the New York

Numismatic Club, in w hich I wanted

to cover some of the lacunae in the

ANS’ wonderful cabinet along with

mentioning some of its famous

strengths, I gave myself the opportu-

nity to take at least a quick look at

some of the other American series.

Our receipt of various object loan

requests has led me to study some

other portions of the cabinet.

Understandably, Thomas Jefferson’s

medals by John Reich—the Indian

Peace medals which he had commis-

sioned for use by Lewis and Clark,

for instance, and the Declaration of

Independence/Inauguration com-

memorative medal—draw significant

attention from other museums during

our bicentennial of the great presi-

dent’s administration. The masterful

works of Augustus Saint Gaudens,

arguably the foremost American

Medal lie sculptor, have also been

A M

U.S. $10 gold, 1907.

: much sought-after. We note multiple

: requests for the $10 and $20 gold

: pieces as well as other pieces, such as

• the nostalgic plaquette of 1905 com-

: memorating the charming interlude

• of a masque for a few friends and

: family members. The ANS specimen

• of the latter, as well as of several

: other important items, came from the

: estate of the artist's brother, Louis.

Medals researcher D. Wayne

: Johnson, working on completing his

• work on American medallic artists

: and manufacturers, visited with us in

• connection with his project and was

: able to add data on some of the spec-

\
imens in the cabinet. The U.S. Assay

• Commission medal of 1 880 was one

: of the pieces which he selected for his

:
photographic requirements. This

: handsome example is from the out-

• standing former J. Coolidge Hills col-

: lection, which was donated to the

: ANS cabinet by the Wadsworth

: Athenaeum in 1967. Through a

: photo request for an article for

• Antiques magazine, I handled the

: medals honoring Revolutionary naval

• Captain John Paul Jones, including
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specimens from the personal collec-

tion of the great American medallic

sculptor Victor David Brenner.

Well, I could go on and on delineat-

ing my introduction to different items

in the cabinet and the people whose

own quests led me to them, but I hope

I have presented at least a part of the

picture of curatorial activity forming

the daily work load at the Society.

Many of our inquiries are merely of

the “1 have this coin... what is it

worth?”or “1 have the rare 1943

penny, how can 1 sell it?” or “I have

the Bank of the United States $1000

note of 1 840, serial number 8894, are

you interested?” ilk, sadly demanding

that we disabuse and disappoint the

owners. But a few of the inquiries

constitute the beginning of little

numismatic adventures, and some

even lead to new discoveries. In

future issues, we will explore some of

these investigations more fully.

Meanwhile, we encourage and invite

everyone to contact us, to make full

use of this vast cultural resource by

the Hudson. O

To order publications

of the

American

Numismatic Society

or other numismatic

publishers contact our

Book Distributor

The David Brown

Book Company,

P.0. Box 511,

28 Maine Street

Oakville CT 06779

Toll-free

800 791-9344

or visit their website

www.oxbowbooks.com
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Library Seeks To
Improve Online Access
Considerable praise has been

received from members and others

regarding the availability of the

Library’s card catalogue on the

Society’s website. I can assure you

that the praise is very welcome

because - from the outset - those

who worked to make it possible knew

it represented a resource that had to

be shared with the numismatic com-

munity at large. And so, let’s thank

the many Society librarians of the

past who prepared the cards for the

more than 150,000 records. Let’s

thank the late Harry W. Bass, Jr. and

the Foundation that bears his name

for providing the funding that made

possible the digitized records and

finally, let’s thank Sebastian Heath

for mounting it all on the website

where it presently resides for all who

would partake of this great resource.

While the existing catalogue is

indeed worthy of praise, it is our hope

to improve upon it. At present,

Library materials are catalogued

using stand-alone software. The

records are then uploaded every few

months to the Society’s website.

Seeking to improve upon this situa-

tion, members of the Library

Committee and other appreciative

beneficiaries of the present catalogue,

have provided some of the funding

needed for development of a cata-

loguing system that will feed directly

into our website, enabling all those

who make use of it to have access to

catalogued materials virtually as soon

as they are catalogued. The system

will build upon the existing order and

accession components that were

developed by W. L. Hill Consulting

of Dallas, Texas.

With only a few thousand dollars

yet to raise, we are hoping to deliver

A M

: a new and improved library catalogue

|
in the not too distant future.

j

Library Acquires

j
Davenport Archives

: In his 87th auction, held March

: 22nd of this year, George Kolbe

• offered for sale “The John S.

: Davenport Library & Numismatic

j
Archives.” In describing the archives,

: Kolbe commented that “ideally,” this

\
material “would be well placed in ...

: a major numismatic society or

: national numismatic collection,

• where it would be open to study by

: all interested parties.” Fortunately,

• certain friends of the ANS Library

: agreed with Kolbe’s assessment and ,

|
largely through their generosity, the

: Librarian was able to purchase the

: entire Davenport Archives and some

• 32 additional lots. Among these were

: the original page proofs of

• Davenport’s “European Crowns

j 1600-1700” (Galesburg, IL, 1974)

\
and the original typescript of his

• “The Coinage of the Ernestine and

: Minor Albertine Saxon Dutchies”

• (Coral Gables, 1988). Most of the

: annotated, extra-illustrated, or inter-

• leaved editions of Davenport’s major

: works were also acquired.

Through the series of catalogues

: that he produced over the past half

: century, Davenport became a domi-

• nant figure in research on the crown-

: sized coins of Europe and especially

j
German talers. He corresponded with

: many numismatists both in the

|
United States and abroad. Among the

• correspondents whose letters are

: found in the Archive, are B. Max
• Mehl, Enno van Gelder, Gunther

: Probszt, Mark Salton, Wayte

• Raymond, Bernhard Koch, Richard

: S. Yeoman, Friedrich Wielandt,

|
Wilhelm Jesse, Gert Hatz, Franco

• Panvini Rosati, Otto Morkholm and
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Randolph Zander. Correspondence

between Davenport and his publish-

ers and the original telegram notify-

ing him of his appointment to the U.

S. Assay Commission (Photo insert),

are also included. During the 1960’s

and 70’s, while he was preparing

many of his works, John Davenport

was a regular visitor to the ANS
library. When his teaching commit-

ments would permit, John made the

trip to New York and set about his

research with the assistance of

Richard P. Breaden and Geoffrey H.

North, the Society’s librarians during

that period. After retiring and moving

to Florida, he kept in touch via the

mails when he needed materials for

his research. His articles and books,

of which the library has cataloged

approximately 130, will serve as a

permanent memorial to this most dili-

gent scholar and we are very pleased

to be able to add to these the archival

and other materials acquired at the

Kolbe sale.

With the acquisition of the

Davenport Archives the Library

makes a significant addition to its

existing archival holdings, which

include the ledgers and papers of

Virgil M. Brand, the Garrett family

numismatic archives, the Norweb

family ledgers, the files of the New
Netherlands Coin Company, and

papers from the John W. Adams col-

lection relating to United States

Large Cents.

C I E T Y
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International Conference

On Late Sasanian and

Early Muslim Coins in Iran
STUART D. SEARS

The ANS and Columbia University

hosted "The Heritage of Sasanian

Iran; Dinars, Drahms and Coppers of

the Late Sasanian and Early Muslim

Periods” at Columbia University on

June 8 and 9. The conference pre-

sented a wide range of papers on the

coinages of greater Iran from the fifth

to eighth centuries AD. It also fea-

tured a workshop on the reading of

the Pahlavi and Soghdian coin leg-

ends. The ANS and Columbia’s

Center for Iranian Studies and

Middle East Center co-sponsored the

meeting with additional support from

Middle East Medievalists. More than

twenty people attended from as far

away as Japan, Georgia, Egypt,

France and Belgium.

The papers discussed the reading

and interpretation of the legends and

iconography on the different Iranian

coinages of these periods, their use

by governments in meeting adminis-

trative needs and legitimizing author-

ity and their subsequent use and cir-

culation. Dr. Michael L. Bates,

Curator of Islamic Coins at the ANS,

gave the plenary lecture entitled "The

Coinages of Iran and Its Neighbors in

the Seventh Century.” The lecture

traced the development of the late

Sasanian coin type and its imitations

in countries neighboring the Sasanian

empire and later in Iran itself.

The first panel, entitled

"Iconography, Imitations and

Unusual Coins,” treated the use of

symbolism and legends on Sasanians

coins and their imitations. Francois

Gurnet (Independent Scholar) dis-

cussed the alternating emphasis in

Sasanian iconography of religious

and dynastic symbols, culminating in

the sixth century in the creation of a

relatively constant dynastic type.

Stuart D. Sears (The American

University in Cairo) gave arguments,

relying on both numismatic and liter-

ary evidence, for the attribution of the

mint legend WH to Veh-Ardashir,
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one of the Sasanian Empire’s capital

cities. Aleksandr Naymark (Hofstra

University) spoke about imitations of

drachms minted under Varahran V in

Merv.

The second panel, “Monetary

History of Transcaucasia,” addressed

coins and hoards of the Caucasus.

Georges Depeyrot (CNRS, France)

discussed his remarkable encounter

with dozens of such hoards in

Georgia and Armenia. Medea
Tsotselia (The Janashia Georgian

State Museum, Tbilisi, Georgia) gave

an overview of several of these

hoards recovered in Georgia. Dr.

Sears traced the evolution of several

series of Muslim drahms struck in

this region shortly before the intro-

duction of Arabic dirhams.

The panel “Monetary History of the

Eastern Frontier,” raised issues in the

monetary history of eastern Iran.

Parvaneh Pourshariati (Ohio State

University) discussed the struggle

between provincial elites and the

Sasanian monarchy in sixth and sev-

enth century Iran with special empha-

sis on Khurasan. Richard Frye

(Harvard University) pointed out new

avenues of needed research on the

coinage of the Silk Route. Dr.

Naymark described coinage of

Sogdiana and its circulation from the

first Arab to invade the country,

Qutayba b. Muslim to Abu Muslim,

generalissimo of the Abbasid revolu-

tion..

The last panel, “Money and its

Uses,” treated the ways early Muslim

governments employed coins in the

organization of the Islamic state and

the legitimization of its authority.

Kameya Manabu (Hokkaido

University, Japan) tied the striking of

Arab-Sasanian coins to payment of

stipends to Arab soldiers, the ‘ata

system, while Dr. Sears examined

legends on the coinage of al-Hakam

b. al-’As promoting an absolutist

conception of government for the

first time on Muslim coinage.

A high point of the conference was

a delicious dinner at the beautiful

Turkuaz Restaurant on upper

Broadway.

The abstracts of many of these

papers will be posted on the ANS
web site. Participants have been

invited to submit their papers for

publication to the Journal ofAncient

Iranian Studies, The American

Journal of Numismatics and Al-

Sikka.

The conference will meet again in

June of 2003. Abstracts for proposed

talks and inquiries should be sent to

Dr. Stuart D. Sears of the Universtiy

in Cairo (sears@aucegypt.edu) or to

Dr. Michael Bates (bates@amnum-

soc.org). O

If you would like to see your ad in

The American Numismatic Society Magazine Fall 2002

issue please call us for information at 212-234-3130 x 231.
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Review jmismatic Society
G.W. Clarke, P.J. Connor, L. Crewe, B.

Frohhch, H. Jackson, J. Littleton, C.E.V.

Nixon, M. O’Hea and D. Steele. Jebel

Khalid on the Euphrates: Report on
Excavations 1986-1996. Volume 1.

Mediterranean Archaeology Supplement
5. Sydney, 2002. 335 pp., illus., 8 color

and 51 b/w pis. Hb. Si 15.00. ISBN 0-

9580265-0-5.

Some readers may be surprised to

see a work not strictly devoted to a

numismatic subject reviewed in these

pages. However, in this reviewer’s

opinion it is often worthwhile for us

to step back for a moment from our

respective SNGs, BMCs, and RICs

and take a good look at the big pic-

ture of ancient numismatics and its

place in the general study of antiqui-

ty. This first vol-

ume of excavation

reports on the

Hellenistic forti-

fied site of Jebel

Khalid does an

admirable job of

providing just

such a view. Not

1 only does the

book include an

important chap-

ter by C.E.V. Nixon (pp.

292-335), which catalogues and dis-

miEEUPHR^ON THE

cusses the 3 1 7 coins found on the site

in light of comparative data from

contemporary sites like Dura

Europus and Antioch-on-the-

Orontes, but by placing the coins

alongside chapters on architectural

remains, pottery, and other small

finds it highlights the place of numis-

matics in a larger web of information.

Each strand in the web is important

and serves to strengthen the others,

but, as many of the non-numismatic

chapters show, it is often the coins

that help to focus the evidence pro-

vided by the other finds.

Like the vista of the Euphrates val-

ley that spreads out before the viewer

looking down from the heights of

Jebel Khalid's natural Acropolis, the

authors provide an overview of four

major areas of excavation in the first

four chapters. G.W. Clarke describes

the discoveries made in "The North-

West Tower” (with the late P.J.

Connor, pp. 1-16), "The Main Gate”

(pp. 17-24), “The Governor’s Palace,

Acropolis” (pp. 25-48), while J.

Littleton and B. Frohlich chart the

“Excavations of the Cemetery - 1 996

and 1997” (pp. 49-70) with an

“Appendix: Inventory of Graves

Excavated in 1996 and 1997” (pp.

71-100) by H. Jackson and J.

Littleton.

The chapters primarily concerned

with architectural remains especially

illustrate the interrelated web of

archaeological information and the

important place of coins in it. For

example, through comparison with

other Hellenistic horseshoe-shaped

towers (pp. 6-7) and gateways

flanked by rectangular towers (pp.

22-23), Clarke argues that the North-

West Tower and Main Gate of Jebel

Khalid should probably be dated to

the early third century BC, perhaps

around 280. This view is supported

in turn by construction level deposits

of early Hellenistic pottery and, in the

case of the Main Gate, by several

coins of Antiochus I.

Not only do the coins help to date

the period of construction and origi-

nal use of the various buildings, but

they also provide some insight into

the subsequent history of the site.

Like many ancient sites, Jebel Khalid

is pockmarked by “robber pits” (pits

dug in antiquity for the removal of

stone architectural components for

reuse elsewhere). Because coins

found in conjunction with these

archaeological features are almost all

Roman bronze issues of the fourth

century AD or later (pp. 34, 37 and

40), we have some idea when the

remains were being reused.

In addition to dating the secondary

use of material from “robber pits,”

coin finds are also important for dat-

ing a period of reoccupation at Jebel

Khalid. Lack of wooden remains,

roofing tiles and nails in appropriate

quantities in the excavated tonifica-

tions and the Governor’s Palace,

combined w ith the presence of rough

fieldstone walls not part of the origi-

nal construction have all suggested

that the site was systematically aban-

doned, although some reoccupation

also took place. The pottery and

associated coin finds (the latest data-

ble coins in the reoccupation areas

are issues of Antiochus VIII and IX)

indicate that the process of abandon-

ment and reoccupation occurred in

the early first century BC.

Unfortunately, numismatic evi-

dence helps little in our understand-

ing of the ancient cemetery. Out of

the material discovered in the 42

excavated graves, only a single

bronze coin of Antiochus VII was

found. Here, the pottery remains,

including fish plates, bowls and large

jars, along with a few additional

small finds, must serve to provide a

general Hellenistic date for the buri-

als in the cemetery.

One criticism of the excavation

report chapters as a group is that

major excavation areas are discussed

with the sole exception of the

Domestic Quarter. Although it has

been omitted because the excavation

of the area is not yet complete (p.

vii), some preliminary discussion or

at least a current plan would have

been useful to help the reader to

understand the Domestic Quarter

finds in their proper context. The

area is explicitly referred to in H.

Jackson's chapter on “The Lamps

from the Domestic Quarter” (pp.

147-200) and plays an important role

in Nixon’s statistical analysis of the

coin finds. Material from the

Domestic Quarter is also mentioned

in most of the other chapters on small

finds.

Follow ing the chapters on the exca-

vations of the North-West Tower, the
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Main Gate, the Governor’s Palace

and the Cemetery are nine chapters

dedicated to the several classes of

small finds. Of these, Nixon’s “The

Coins” will be of most interest to

numismatists for obvious reasons.

This chapter is divided into two main

sections: an introductory discussion

of the coins and their contribution to

our understanding of chronology and

the lives of Jebel Khalid’s ancient

inhabitants (pp. 291-303) and a

descriptive catalogue of the excava-

tion coins (pp. 305-325).

Only a very few refinements could

be made to improve the detail of the

Seleucid portion of the catalogue, but

none would change the overall pic-

ture of Antioch as the main source of

coinage at Jebel Khalid (pp. 298-

300). For example, nos. 86-87,

bronze issues of Demetrius II with

portrait/anchor types, attributed by

Houghton to an uncertain north

Syrian mint, and which Nixon sug-

gests may have been located near

Jebel Khalid (p. 312), should now be

attributed to Seleucia-in-Pieria

through the association of their types

with a drachm series and a unique

tetradrachm in the ANS collection

(O. Hoover, “A Unique Tetradrachm

of Demetrius II Nikator at Seleucia-

in-Pieria,” AJN 12 (2000), pp. 102-

107). The mints, and in some cases,

the rulers, responsible for the uniden-

tified serrate Seleucid (nos. 93-94)

coins may also be narrowed down by

comparing their sizes and weights

with those of known serrate issues.

Thus it becomes apparent that no. 98

(10-1 1mm) can only be a

portrait/standing goddess issue of

Antiochus IV from Ake-Ptolemais

(SNG Spaer nos. 1130-1138), the

only mint and series involving such a

small diameter. Nos. 93 and 95 (both

16mm, 3.5 and 3.9g, respectively)

should probably be attributed to

Antioch under either Antiochus IV,

Demetrius I or Alexander I, because

the weight range for 16mm serrate

issues was heavier under Seleucus IV

and Antiochus VI. Likewise, no. 97

(19-20mm, 6.7g) must be an

Antiochene coin of either Seleucus

IV or Antiochus VI, because only

these two rulers produced serrate

bronzes of this diameter and weight.

Similarly, we can narrow down the

period of issue for uncertain coin no.

147, attributed to the period from

Antiochus I to Antiochus XII (28 1 -84

BC). Because the obverse portrait

wears a radiate crown, it cannot date

before the reign of Antiochus IV

(175-164 BC) when this form of

headgear came into vogue in

Seleucid royal iconography.

The remainder of the catalogue

describes 20 municipal coins of

Antioch from the period 92-72 BC,

three Hellenistic municipal coins of

other cities, 14 Roman coins, of

which all but two are issues of the

fourth century AD, Five Byzantine

coins, eighth Islamic (mostly

Umayyad) coins, 22 entirely uniden-

tifiable coins, and three non-numis-

matic metal fragments. Of this mate-

rial, only the lone Greek Imperial, an

Antioch SC issue of Nerva (no. 267),

and a Roman Republican sextans (no.

266) stand out. As Nixon points out

(p. 325), the dating of the sole

Republican coin is problematic

because although Sydenham and

BMCRR identify the type as a semi-

uncial issue struck after 91 BC,

Crawford lists no semiuncial sex-

tantes. It is possible that this coin

may in fact be an imitation of an ear-

lier sextans issue. Close inspection

of the plate photograph shows that

Hermes’ petasus lacks its usual wings

and his hairstyle is somewhat differ-
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ent than on official issues. There is

also no sign of the normal sextantal

value mark of two large dots above

the petasus.

Although to date only two issues of

Seleucus I (nos. 3-4, both from the

Domestic Quarter) have been found

on the site, Nixon rightly asserts that

his coinage is normally rare in Syrian

excavations, even at the great western

mint city of Antioch (pp. 294-295),

and argues that perhaps Jebel Khalid

should be considered a foundation of

Seleucus himself. The suggestion

that the site may have been founded

“as part of an overall scheme to con-

solidate his [Seleucus’] newly won

Empire (p. 295),” seems particularly

compelling in light of the map on p.

292. The fortified town is perfectly

located to stand guard over the terri-

tory between the upstream fortress of

Seleucia-Zeugma and the down-

stream fortress of Nikephorion.

However, while the site’s location as

part of a larger defensive bulwark

along the Euphrates, to which we

might also add Dura Europos, tends

to support the idea of Jebel Khalid as

a military settlement of Seleucus I, it

may have been a late one, which was

only fully fortified after his death in

281 BC. Clarke describes two coins

of Antiochus I (nos. 6 and 9) in the

construction level of the Main Gate’s

north tower (p. 21), which would

seem to indicate that work on the

site’s outer defences continued under

Seleucus’ successor.

The numismatic argument for the

foundation of Jebel Khalid is fairly

straightforward, but the evidence for

the abandonment of the site may be a

little more complex than it appears.

Combining the evidence for the end

of the Antiochene municipal series at

Jebel Khalid and the almost complete

absence of coinage from the site

between the mid first century BC and

the fourth century AD with the

archaeological evidence for system-

atic abandonment, Nixon comes to

the logical conclusion that the site

was abandoned sometime in the 70s

or 60s BC (pp. 295-297). However,

Clarke's description of Seleucid coin

finds associated with reoccupied and

disturbed areas in the Governor’s

Palace on the Acropolis (pp. 41 and

45) and beside the Main Gate (p. 21)

seems to point to an earlier abandon-

ment of the Palace complex and for-

tifications before a final evacuation

of the entire site. Nixon cautions

against such an interpretation appar-

ently based solely on statistical data

(p. 302), but the close association of

the coins with a late Hellenistic

domestic reoccupation phase makes

it difficult to avoid. The latest identi-

fiable coins from areas of reoccupa-

tion in the Governor’s Palace and the

Main Gate are issues of Antiochus IX

and autonomous Antioch, respective-

ly, perhaps suggesting that the aban-

donment that allowed for subsequent

reoccupation might have taken place

in the 90s or 80s BC.

The author provides commentary

and four excellent tables to illustrate

the pattern of coin finds at different

areas within Jebel Khalid and to com-

pare the overall finds with those of

other excavated Seleucid period sites,

such as Tarsus, Antioch, Dura

Europus and Abou Danne. Thanks to

this comparative approach, it is possi-

ble to see that the preponderance of

coins of Antiochus III found on the

site is not the result of special local

circumstances, but part of a pattern of

finds for most sites which can be

associated with the king's long reign

and general heavy minting (p. 301).

As a corollary to the discussion of

finds of Antiochus III bronzes, Nixon

expresses some surprise at the quan-

tity of coins of the short-lived

Seleucus III found at Jebel Khalid

and other Syrian sites. Suggesting

that. “As Seleukos III spent most of

his brief reign fighting a civil war

with his brother in Asia Minor, this is

rather odd; economic prosperity

seems an unlikely explanation here,

nor in the circumstances would one

expect Seleukos to be concerned w ith

providing small change for his troops

or subjects (p. 301).” This statement

needs a little clarification. Although

Seleucus III did expend much of his

energy on attempts to regain Asia

Minor, his conflict was not with his

brother (the future Antiochus III), but

rather with Attalus I of Pergamum.

The author seems to have confused

the Anatolian phase of the Fraternal

War between Seleucus II and

Antiochus Hierax here with the cam-

paigns of Seleucus III. Regardless of

the proper identity of Seleucus’

adversary, it is worth remembering

that under Seleucus III the Seleucid

Empire was still a state under siege.

The Ptolemaic forces that had over-

run the empire as far as Babylonia in

246 still retained control of Seleucia-

in-Pieria and coastal Cilicia, posing a

constant threat to the Syrian heart-

land. Thus it would have been in the

king’s best interest to ensure that

there was ready money for troops sta-

tioned in places like Jebel Khalid,

Dura, and Antioch-on-the-Orontes.

As later Seleucid history admirably

shows, disaffected garrisons could

have a bad habit of betraying their

cities to the enemy. It is also possible

that the increase in coinage under

Seleucus III and also Antiochus III,

may reflect the financial build up for

their respective major campaigns. It

may be that Seleucus III had larger

plans beyond the reconquest of Asia

Minor, if he is correctly understood

as one of the sons of the “King of the

North,” who are described as

“pressing] on with the assembling of

a large force of armed men” in Daniel

11 . 10 .

Nixon tentatively suggests (pp. 302-

303) that the majority of the late

Roman and Byzantine coins found at

Jebel Khalid may be the result of an

increased military presence along the

frontier with Sasanian Persia in the
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fourth century and later, although

some may also reflect the visits of

pilgrims to the tomb of the Holy Man
in the nearby river ravine. The mili-

tary interpretation seems to be sup-

ported by the find locations.

Nineteen late Roman and Byzantine

coins were found during the excava-

tion of the Acropolis, which, even in

ruins, still retained its strategic value

as an observation post, while only a

single issue of Arcadius (no. 277)

was found in the Domestic Quarter.

It should be pointed out that this pat-

tern also holds true for the Umayyad
material (5 on the Acropolis and 1 in

the Domestic Quarter), perhaps indi-

cating some limited use of the

Acropolis as a military(?) lookout in

the early Islamic period.

Clarke’s chapter on “Four

Hellenistic Seal Impressions” (pp.

201-203), is also closely associated

with numismatic studies, not only

because, like coins, the impressions

were also made by a form of die, but

because their iconography is general-

ly borrowed from Seleucid coin

types. The sealings from the

Acropolis depict the Seleucid anchor

(JK S.l), the standing figure of

Athena Nicephorus (JK S.2) and an

enthroned Zeus Nicephorus (JK S.3),

while a fourth, from a rubbish mound

near the Main Gate has a helmeted

and draped bust of Athena for its type

(JK S.4). As the author points out,

there can be little doubt that the

anchor represents the authority of a

Seleucid official. Similar seal types

are known from other sites in a fiscal

or administrative context, and, it

might be added, anchor countermarks

were frequently employed by the

government to revalidate coinage.

However, Clarke’s association of

the other sealings with the Seleucid

bureaucracy should be treated with

some caution. Although he is no

doubt correct to see the influence of

Seleucid numismatic iconography in

the choice of types, this does not

A M

• guarantee that agents of the Seleucid

: government used the seals. Images

• of Zeus and Athena Nicephorus were

: ubiquitous throughout the Hellenistic

• period, and, as the comparanda for

: JK S.4 show, similar seal impressions

: with busts of Athena are known from

• finds in the Middle Stoa of Athens.

: Close inspection of the sealing pho-

• tographs on plate 35 shows that the

: treatment of Zeus and the Athena

|
bust differs in some details from

• “official” Seleucid numismatic

: iconography, such as the dais below

• Zeus’ throne and Athena’s drapery,

: further suggesting that they were

• made by personal rather than official

: seals. The tripod lebes (a misinterpre-

: tation of the throne leg?) described as

: standing “in front of throne” of Zeus,

: and which would have indicated a

• specifically Seleucid prototype, is

: invisible in the plates. Thus it seems

|
more likely that JK S.2-4 represent

• personal seals, modeled after royal

: Seleucid coinage and following a

• long tradition of using coins, and

: seals based on coin designs, to guar-

j
antee documents in the Near East

: (See E. Porada, “Greek Coin

: Impressions from Ur,” Iraq 22

• (1960), pp. 228-234 and C. Starr, “A

: Sixth-Century Athenian Tetradrachm

• Used to Seal a Clay Tablet from

: Persepolis,” NC 136 (1976), pp. 219-

: 222 ).

• Related to the seal impressions is

: Clarke’s chapter on “Stamped

• Amphora Handles” (pp. 271-289),

: which provides a descriptive catalog

• of 50 handles with stamps, primarily

: dating to the later third and second

|
centuries BC. The majority of the

• stamps reflect the predominance of

: Rhodian imports, although a Thasian

• (JK SH.37) and a possible Cnidian

: (JK SH.38) stamp are also present.

|
Most notable are the locally produced

: handles stamped in the name of

: Abidsalma (JK SH.39-41), apparent-

• ly a native Semitic producer of wine

: or oil. The presence of these stamps
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and the drop off of foreign imports in

the later second century may repre-

sent the ascendancy of local produc-

tion, but may also be a sign of

decreasing affluence at the site.

The theme of local self-sufficiency

at Jebel Khalid also surfaces in L.

Crewe’s discussion of “Spindle-

Whorls and Loomweights” (pp. 217-

243), another class of small objects

ubiquitous to archaeological sites and

museum collections. Because of the

survival of 71 spindle whorls, mostly

suitable only for spinning fine thread

for luxury garments or sewing pieces

of cloth together, the author hypothe-

sizes that much of the ancient spin-

ner’s equipment has been lost and

argues that there must have been an

“extensive textile industry with utili-

tarian and luxury fabrics being local-

ly manufactured (p. 219).” The com-

pressed spherical or doughnut forms

of many of the weights may indicate

the adoption of indigenous Levantine

loomweight traditions, as opposed to

the Anatolian/Aegean tradition with

which Greco-Macedonian military

settlers would have been more accus-

tomed (p. 237). This chapter is espe-

cially noteworthy for assuming little

prior knowledge of the subject on the

part of the reader. Recognizing that

the tools of ancient cloth manufacture

may be somewhat arcane to many

historians of antiquity and perhaps

even some branches of archaeology,

Crewe does an excellent job of

explaining how the whorls and

weights were used in the respective

processes of spinning and weaving in

addition to the evidence that they

provide for the textile manufacture at

the site.

D. Steele’s chapter on “Faunal

Remains” (pp. 125-145), which

describes the evidence for diet,

butchery practices and non-dietary

animal-based industry that can be

gleaned from the 23,433 animal

bones collected at Jebel Khalid also

deserves high praise for its accessi-
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biltty to non-specialists. •

The importance of coin evidence :

for dating finds reappears in M •

O'Hea’s chapter on "The Glass and :

Personal Adornment” (pp. 245-272). •

Here, in addition to providing cata- :

logues of glass beads and bowl frag- :

ments from the site, she suggests that •

the glass bowl type known as Grose’s :

‘linear-cut’ bowls, normally dated to •

the second half of the first century :

BC should be back-dated to the mid
j

first century (p. 246). Since :

Hellenistic coinage at Jebel Khalid :

ends in the 70s, signalling the aban- •

donment of the site, and ‘linear-cut’ :

bowl fragments were found in exca- •

vation, it stands to reason that the :

bowl type must have been produced :

earlier in the century. j

Discussion of the excavation finds :

is rounded out by two chapters by H. •

Jackson on pottery found in distinct :

areas of the site, “The Cemetery
j

Pottery - 1996 and 1997" (pp. 101- j

124) and “The Lamps from the
|

Domestic Quarter” (pp. 147-200). j

Although the full study of local fab- :

rics and forms is not yet complete (p. •

102), comparison with material :

known from other Hellenistic Near
j

Eastern sites allows the author to ere- •

ate a chronology for the lamps and to :

date the wares used in the Cemetery,
j

Not surprisingly, the dating of the :

lamps corroborates the evidence of
j

the coins and other finds for a settle- :

ment at Jebel Khalid lasting from the
j

second quarter of the third century to j

the early first century BC (p. 197). :

However, because of the absence of •

Waage’s lamp type 24 in the :

Domestic Quarter and its presence in
\

the Governor’s Palace, the author •

suggests, "the life of the housing area
j

may have been shorter than that of •

the Acropolis palace, which would, :

by its prominence, attract more visi- •

tors (p. 197)." The lamp evidence is :

notable because it appears to contra- :

diet the evidence of the coin finds, j

Based on the coins, occupation, or :
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reoccupation, continued in both the :

Domestic Quarter and in the Palace
\

into the 70s BC (p. 294).

Jackson and Clarke also provide a
j

catalogue of “Graffiti and Dipinti”
j

(pp. 205-216) that have been either :

carved or painted onto pottery •

remains, apparently as owner’s marks :

(p. 207). Although all items are illus-
j

trated by line drawings, and many :

appear in the photographic plates, it
|

would have been helpful if the j

authors had consistently given their :

own readings of the various letters, •

particularly in the cases of JK DI.4-5, :

where several of the letter forms are
j

less than clear. :

The many authors involved in the
j

work at Jebel Khalid should be proud j

of this first volume of excavation
j

reports. In imitation of the broad vis- •

tas that can be seen from the site’s :

Acropolis, they have provided a •

wide-ranging overview of the types :

of material discovered in excavation
\

along with the questions that they :

raise. By including the discussion of
|

coin finds with chapters on amphora •

handles, spindle whorls, faunal :

remains, etc., rather than relegating •

them to a separate volume such as the :

forthcoming report on metalwork •

from the site, the authors neatly keep :

the coins and other material in their
\

important archaeological contexts, :

something that can easily be forgot-
|

ten in a traditional catalogue or in a •

museum setting. By so doing they :

allow the reader, whether a numisma- •

tist, pottery expert, ancient historian, :

or even an interested layman to get a •

much fuller picture of the site. The :

general high quality of the writing
j

and the plates would make many •

chapters, if not the entire book, :

appropriate reading for an introducto- •

ry course on archaeology at the uni- :

versity level. It is certainly worth- •

while for anyone interested in a fuller :

understanding of the role of numis-
\

matics in a Near Eastern archaeolog- :

ical context of the Hellenistic period. •
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Like the ancient sentinels of Jebel

Khalid, who once scanned the hills

and the river valley below from their

outpost, we also watch and wait with

anticipation for future volumes in this

series.

-Oliver D. Hoover

Keith Emmett. Alexandrian Coins. Lodi,

Wisconsin: Cleo’s Cabinet, 2001. 332

pp., b/w illus., 13 line drawn pis., 5 maps.

Hb. ISBN 1879080052. $50.00.

There can be little doubt that

Alexandrian
Coins is an impor-

tant work for the

student of the

Roman provin-

cial coinage of

Egypt, repre-

senting, as it

does, the

serious ati

to list

k n o 1

Alexand
types since J. Vogt published his

monumental Die alexandrinischen

Miinzen in 1924. Keith Emmett now

provides numismatists with a new

catalogue of 8340 Alexandrian and

nome coins, including the lead and

glass tokens, as well as the regular

billon, potin, and bronze issues,

based on data compiled from the

major published collections and auc-

tion catalogues. Even material in the

unpublished, but important, collec-

tions of the Royal Ontario Museum

and the American Numismatic

Society is included. The comprehen-

sive nature of the catalogue will cer-

tainly recommend itself to those

interested in Alexandrian coins.

Indeed, almost as soon as the book

was published, many dealers special-

izing in the coinage of Roman Egypt

had already adopted Emmett's num-

bering system. This fact alone will

make the work extremely important

to collectors of the series.

Nevertheless. Alexandrian Coins is
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not a book for beginners. The three

paragraphs (p. xii) devoted to the his-

tory of Roman Egypt and the special

currency of its closed economy are

not really enough to provide a decent

overview to any reader unfamiliar

with the great complexities of the

Roman administration and coinage in

Egypt. Those seeking greater detail

will still need to refer to the introduc-

tion in J.G. Milne’s Catalogue of

Alexandrian Coins (1927) or to the

discussion in E. Christiansen’s The

Roman Coins of Alexandria (1988)

and the ongoing volumes of Roman
Provincial Coinage. However,

Emmett’s remarks concerning the

norne coinage (p. xv) do a good job

of putting these interesting local

issues into context. It is unfortunate

that no space in the introduction is

given over to commentary on the lead

and glass tokens, whose true purpose

is still somewhat uncertain.

In addition to the very brief histori-

cal and numismatic discussion, the

bulk of the introduction is dedicated

to presenting the reader with basic

tools for interpreting the coins of

Alexandria. Emmett describes the

system of Egyptian regnal years in

some detail and includes tables for

both the Greek alphabetic numbering

system and the expanded written

forms of the various regnal years (pp.

xii-xiii). Tables also indicate the

diameters and weights of all known

Alexandrian denominations includ-

ing the early issues of Augustus,

based on the earlier Ptolemaic model,

and the unusual issues of Claudius,

Aurelian and Domitius Domitianus

(p. xiv). An overview of portrait

types, described using a slightly

expanded version of Milne’s

alphanumeric abbreviation system, as

well as the iconography of personifi-

cations and deities is provided to aid

the reader in identifying coins more

fully.

As the book was written with the

collector in mind, the author felt

obliged to include some sort of index

for gauging the rarity of the coins, but

wisely avoided assigning market val-

ues to them. Emmett employs a scale

of 1 (common) to 5 (extremely rare),

but, as always, the real meaning of

such values is vague. “A coin

assigned a rarity value of 5 would

likely be found in only one or two of

the published major Alexandrian col-

lections (p. xvii),” but even within

the elite group of coins with a 5 rat-

ing, some are rarer than others. Let

us take for example, one of this

reviewer’s favourite rare Alexandrian

reverse types: the Sarapis bust above

giant foot issues of Hadrian (El 029)

Antoninus Pius (E1653, E1803),

Marcus Aurelius (E2173, E2254),

Commodus (E2614) and Septimius

Severus (E27 1 5). All of these exam-

ples of the type are assigned a value

of five as an indicator of their great

scarcity. However, the ANS collec-

tion contains two specimens of

Antoninus Pius (E1653) (one of

which is currently on public display

in the ANS exhibit of “Drachmas,

Doubloons and Dollars”, but only

one of Septimius Severus (E2715).

Presumably El 653 is more common
among the rare types than E2715. Of

course, the chances of collectors find-

ing either of these types on the mar-

ket are very slim. Perhaps a more

useful guide to rarity, which could

benefit both collector and scholar,

would have been to simply indicate

the coin population for each type

based on the author’s wide research.

The real meat of Alexandrian Coins

appears in the 231 pages of tables

describing the thousands of types

compiled by the author. These tables

are organized chronologically by

emperor and associated family mem-

bers and include the nome coinage

when it was issued. The types of

each emperor and relative who had

coins struck in his or her name at the

Alexandrian mint are treated in two

tables. The first indicates by regnal

year (and series in the case of

Augustus and Livia) the type of por-

trait employed for each denomina-

tion, while the second provides a

numbered list of reverse types with

rarity ratings. An additional table is

also included for Augustus in order to

chart the years and denominations for

which no obverse portraits were used.

Separate tables appear at the end of

the main coinage listings to describe

the largely anonymous lead and glass

issues.

Although this tabular cataloguing

system is certainly functional and the

data contained in it is important, the

absence of any introductory com-

mentary on its proper use and its

eclectic organization may cause some

confusion. Each obverse portrait

table is printed with an abbreviation

legend to aid the reader in under-

standing the contents. Thus, for

example, according to the legend

accompanying the table for Lucius

Verus (p. 101), an entry for copper

drachms of year 5 labelled “RlbLl”

indicates that right facing bare head-

ed (Rb) and laureate portraits (Rl), as

well as left facing laureate portraits

(LI) were used for this issue and year.

However, at the same time a general

listing of portrait types, using Milne's

alphanumeric abbreviation system is

given for the reign. It is unclear why

Emmett’s new abbreviations are nec-

essary, since Milne’s abbreviations,

with which most students of

Alexandrian coinage will already be

familiar, convey the same informa-

tion along with additional details of

bust depiction. Returning to the

example of Verus’ year five drachms,

it would have been more efficient to

simply mark the appropriate Milne

abbreviations. As the tables current-

ly stand, it is impossible for the read-

er to know whether Rl refers to

Milne’s b (=head r„ laureate), b2

(=head r., laureate, drapery by neck),

k (=bust r., laureate, wearing cloak

and cuirass) or all of them. Asterisks
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are also used in the portrait tables to

designate "unusual” items (e.g.

tetradrachms of Verus’ eighth and

ninth regnal year), but there is no fur-

ther explanation, either in the intro-

duction or in the legends, as to what

makes them so unusual.

The reverse type tables are far more

useful. Here, every reverse type

known from Emmett’s extensive

study of published collections and

sale catalogues is presented in

descending order of denomination

and then alphabetical order by type.

Each type in turn can be cross-

indexed with regnal years in order to

determine its date of mintage and rar-

ity value. The compilation and pre-

sentation of this information in one

place is a real service to both scholars

and collectors, and one for which the

author should be congratulated. It is

a far simpler matter to look up a par-

ticular type when the information has

been collected in one place, rather

than hunting through sylloges and

other catalogues of individual collec-

tions. The data is occasionally marred

by errors in description, such as the

direction of Nike on the diobols and

obols of Augustus (E35 and E40) or

the different known portrait types of

Philip II (p. 173), as well as typo-

graphical mistakes, but an errata

sheet available from the author cor-

rects these problems.

The inclusion of items in the unpub-

lished ANS and ROM collections is

also an important feature of Emmett’s

catalogue, although the descriptions

of these pieces should be treated w ith

some care. Descriptions of the ANS
coins are based solely on those that

appear in the Society’s online data-

base ( www.amnumsoc.org/search),

and not on visual confirmation of the

types by the author (p. viii). The fail-

ure to take a firsthand look at these

coins is a little surprising, consider-

ing the Society’s traditional welcom-

ing policy towards scholars and col-

lectors wishing to visit the collection.

Similarly, the author did not person-

ally inspect the coins in the Royal

Ontario Museum. Thus there is some
possibility that these descriptions

may contain inaccuracies or lack

details that would have been caught

through a visual review.

Readers should be warned that the

tables are not always organized as

one might expect, with the portrait

table for a given emperor immediate-

ly followed by the table listing his

reverse types. Instead, several por-

trait tables are often grouped together

on a single page with the reverse type

tables following after in chronologi-

cal order. Likewise, it is unclear why

the section on the lead coinage begins

with an inserted ‘’preliminary” list

(pp. 219-220) of issues linked to spe-

cific emperors that fails to follow the

tabular format otherwise used

throughout the work. Admittedly,

these are relatively minor annoy-

ances, but they detract from the pro-

fessional appearance of the work.

Although the book does not have as

many photographic plates as the

quantity and complexity of the mate-

rial in the catalogue would warrant,

the photographs that do appear are of

stellar quality, both with respect to

lighting and to the preservation of the

coins photographed. The excellence

of the images should come as little

surprise, since they were provided by

well-known dealers like Classical

Numismatic Group. Dr. Busso Peus,

and Freeman and Sear. Seven pages

of photographs are devoted to partic-

ular themes, such as numismatic rep-

resentations of the Pharos lighthouse

(p. xxviii), depictions of Sarapis (p.

74D), and the special Zodiac and

Heracles types of Antoninus Pius (pp.

74A-B), as well as a selection of

other interesting reverses (pp. 74C,

1 1 8A-B ). These are supplemented by

thirteen plates of line drawings taken

from F. Feuerdent's Collections di

Demetrio. Numismatique. Egypte

ancienne. II. Domination romaine

(1872) and V. Langlois’

Numismatique des Names d’Egypte

sous l 'administration romaine

(1852). However, for most modem
numismatists line drawings are a

poor substitute for photographs. A
photographic image of each emperor,

taken from an Alexandrian coin,

appears at the beginning of his or her

respective obverse type table. The

remainder of the photographs depict-

ing some of the more impressive

mythological and religious reverse

types are sprinkled throughout the

catalogue as insets accompanied by

explanatory text.

Readers should be especially cau-

tious about accepting many of

Emmett’s interpretations of various

mythological types in some of the

insets. The majority of the explana-

tions are based on the monolithic

“lunar" and “myth-and-ritual” inter-

pretive theory of Robert Graves’ The

Greek Myths (1955), which has been

heavily criticized by more recent

classical scholars (e.g. see M.

Reinhold, Past and Present (1972), p.

14 for the difficulties of Graves’ posi-

tion and F. Graf, Greek Mythology

(1993) pp. 35-56 for the general

problems of universal mythological

interpretations). Very few main-

stream scholars would now support

the view that the labours of Heracles

(p. 74B) and Orpheus’ musical power

over animals (p. 79) represent the

archetype of prehistoric near eastern

“sacred kings” and their ritual author-

ity over the seasons. Likewise,

Barbara Walker’s The Woman's

Dictionary' of Symbols and Sacred

Objects (1988), which the author

cites for an (erroneous) etymology of

the divine name “Triptolemos” (p.

49), has never been considered an

authoritative source for the study of

mythology. Her extreme feminist

and neo-pagan reinterpretations of

Greek myth are best ignored in a ven-

ous work.

The overall tabular format with fair
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ly minimal photographic plates used

by Alexandrian Coins stands firmly

in the old tradition of Alexandrian

catalogues as exemplified by Milne

and others. Indeed, the use of a

Courier font, similar to that employed

by older typewriters, for the tables

and a more standard Roman font for

the introductory text and descriptions

of photo insets, seems to be a pur-

poseful stylistic homage to James

Curtis’ The Tetradrachms of Roman
Egypt (1957), in which the tables

were printed as they came from the

typewriter without any reformatting

to make them match the typeface of

the introductory text. The single coin

portraits that appear at the start of

each obverse type table are also rem-

iniscent of the imperial “Rogues’

Gallery” at the beginning of Curtis’

work, although, as mentioned above,

Emmett’s images are far superior in

quality.

While the desire to follow in the

footsteps of earlier respected

Alexandrian scholars is certainly

laudable, the strict adherence to their

format, which was often dictated by a

lack of funding, holds Alexandrian

Coins back from being the invaluable

reference for the coinage of Roman
Egypt that it could be. In the opinion

of this reviewer, the greatest benefit

to collectors and scholars of

Alexandrian coins would be the

development of a general type cata-

logue that looks to the models of

more recent works on the local

coinages of the Roman Empire, such

as M. and K. Prieur’s The Syro-

Phoenician Tetradrachms (2000) and

the Roman Provincial Coinage

series. These books not only provide

detailed textual catalogues of types,

but also go to great lengths to ensure

that a photographic example of each

of the types described appears in the

plates. Their authors and editors real-

ize that written descriptions are limit-

ed in what they can convey to the

reader about the features of an indi-

vidual coin and that thorough plates

are needed to illustrate the vagaries

of style and fabric. The plates and

accompanying discussion in conjunc-

tion with a thorough catalogue pro-

vide complete coverage for a given

series and serve as a useful tool for

future researchers. Emmett has done

much of the important legwork in

compiling the basic list of

Alexandrian types known from col-

lections and public sales. This is half

the battle won for a truly comprehen-

sive type catalogue. It is hoped that

upon this foundation others may
build with a view to completing the

victory.

-Oliver D. Hoover

Michel Amandry, Michel Dhenin, Michel

Popoff, Frangois Thierry and Christophe

Vellet. Dictionnaire de numismatique.

Paris: Larousse/Her, 2001. 620 pp., b/w

illus. Hb. ISBN 2-03-505076-6. 42 a.

The twentieth century has seen a

number of important dictionaries

devoted to various aspects of the field

of numismatics. However, the new

Dictionnaire de numismatique is the

first general numismatic dictionary to

appear in the French language since

M. Migne published his Dictionnaire

de numismatique et de sigillographie

religieuse in 1852. As such, there

could be no better team for its cre-

ation than the current authors, all

curators of the collections maintained

in the Cabinet des medailles de la

Bibliotheque nationale de France,

one of the truly great European coin

cabinets.

Although, as the dust jacket notes,

the dictionary does provide a general

overview of “les notions necessaires

a la comprehension et aux plaisirs de

la numismatique,” M. Amandry

warns readers in his Foreword (p. vii)

that the coverage of the work is not

exhaustive; some items have been

omitted by design and others out of a

need to keep the book down to a rea-

sonable page length. Thus, the

authors have tried to focus the dictio-

nary entries on five major areas: the

mints and coinages of feudal and

royal France, the most important

monetary systems of the pre-modern

world, the currencies of modern

countries, technical

numismatic ter-

minology, and

the great numis-

matists. The

more than 5000

entries included

in the dictionary

range in length

from ency-

clopaedic discus-

sions of socio-cul-

tural topics and

geographical areas, such as “Greques

(monnaies)” or “Dauphine,” to brief

definitions composed of a few sen-

tences. The vast majority of the list-

ings fall somewhere in between the

two extremes.

A number of entries are worthy of

special note for the extreme detail of

the information that they include,

although most of these include ency-

clopaedic discussion. The most obvi-

ous example is probably the entry for

“Etats de TEglise,” which not only

gives a brief overview of the coinage

of the Papal States, but over the

course of 22 pages lists every Papal

issue (including full details of mint,

metal and diameter) from Boniface

VIII (1294-1303) to Pius IX (1846-

1 878) as well as the issues of the four

Antipopes. The coinages of the twen-

tieth century Popes are also listed in

this manner under the entry

“Vatican.” This style of entry is also

used for “Espagne” where every

issue from Charles V (1516-1556) to

the Francist Period (1939-1975) is

listed, “Milan,” where every coinage

from Azzone Visconti ( 1 329- 1 339) to

Victor-Emanuel II (1861-1878) is

listed, “Naples et Deux-Siciles (roy-

aume de),” where every issue from

Charles I d' Anjou (1266-1285) to
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Zecca: Mint of Venice in Middle Ages
By Alan M. Stahl

This is the first book to study in detail the workings of a pre-modern

mint. Based on two coin hoards of 5,000 and 14,000 coins, documentary

evidence and scientific analysis, Stahl presents a history of Zecca from its

origins in the 9th century to 1423 and the dominance of this Venetian cur-

rency in Mediterranean trade. Subsequent sections focus on the mecha-

nisms of controlling the bullion and the role of the mint and the coinage

it produced in Venetian trade and government. The processes by which the

bullion was transformed into coins, the personnel involved, lists of hold-

ers of offices at the mint and summaries of the major coin types, are all

included. 497p (Johns Hopkins UP 2000)

ISBN 080186383X. Hardback. Publisher’s Price US $68.00.

ANS Member Price $ 47.60

Hacksilber to Coinage: New Insights into the
Monetary History of the Near East and Greece
Edited by Miriam Balmuth

Ancient Near Eastern hoards of randomly shaped silver pieces, generi-

cally called Hacksilber, have come increasingly to be interpreted as

hoards of pre-coinage currency. These papers present new insights into

the circulation and use of these hoards, drawing on new scientific and

documentary analyses. The authors explore the important question of how
roughly hacked material gradually evolved into pre-weighed and stamped

coinage; the foundation of all modern monetary systems. Contents: The

silver hoard from Tel Dor (Ephraim Stern); The Tel Mique-Ekron silver

hoards: The Assyrian and Phoenician connections (Seymour Gitin and

Amir Golani); The Silver Trail: response to the papers of Ephraim Stern

and Seymour Gitlin (William G Dever); The impact on the natural sci-

ences of Hacksilber and early silver coinage (Zofia A Stos-Gale); The

conceptual prehistory of money and its impact on the Greek economy

(David M Schaps); Observations on monetary instruments in pre-coinage

Greece (John H Kroll); Analyzing and interpreting the metallurgy of early

electrum coins (Paul T Keyser and David D Clark); Remarks on the value

and standards of early electrum coins (Robert Wallace). 136p, 32 b/w pis

figs (American Numismatic Society, Numismatic Studies No. 24,

2001 )

ISBN 0897222814. Hardback. Publisher’s Price US $50.00.

ANS Member Price $35



Perspectives on the Renaissance Medal
Edited Scher, Stephen K.

I his beautifully illustrated volume contains papers delivered at two sym-
posia held in conjunction with the exhibition "The Currency of Fame:
Portrait Medals of the Renaissance", which was shown at the Frick
Collection in New York, the National Gallery in Washington, D.C., and the
National Gallery of Scotland in Edinburgh. The papers cover a wide vari-
ety of topics and new interpretations of all aspects of the Renaissance
Medal and related objects. The volume's contributors are Philip Attwood,
John Cunnally, Mark Jones, Kristen Lippincott, Hermann Maue, J. Graham
Pollard, Stephen K. Scher, Jeffrey Chipps Smith, Alan M. Stahl, Raymond
B. Waddington, Louis Alexander Waldman, and Joanna Woods-Marsden.
240p. (American Numismatic Society, Numismatic Studies No. 23, 2000)
ISBN 0815320744. Hardback. Publishers price US $52.00,
DBBC and ANS Member Price US $24.98

Silver Coinage with the Types of Aesillas the
Quaestor
By Robert A. Bauslaugh
A thorough catalogue of the coinage of Aesillas the Quaestor. Contents

include, a pteface, abbieviations, an introduction, the catalogue, metrology
and production controls, overstrikes, hoards and circulation, a conclusion,
indices and plates. 119p, 15 b/w pis (The American Numismatic Society,
New York 2000)

ISBN 0897222695. Hardback. Publishers price US $85.00,
DBBC and ANS Member Price US $29.98

All ANS publications are available through the ANS’s Book Distributor

The David Brown Book Co.,

PO Box 51 1 (28 Main Street)

Oakville CT 06779
Toll-free: 800 791 9354 • Tel: 860 945 9329 • Fax: 860 945 9468

Oxbow Books
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Ferdinand II (1830-1859) is listed,

and ''Portugal,” where the authors

have indicated every coinage from

Alphonse I (1128-1383) to the

Carnation Revolution of 1974. The

entry for "Saint Empire romain ger-

manique” is also especially remark-

able. Although it does not list every

issue produced in the Holy Roman
Empire (an immense task), it does

provide the full details of member-

ship for the ten administrative circles

established by Maximilian I in 1512,

which continued to form the basis for

Imperial organization until the unifi-

cation of the German state.

Recognizing the particular impor-

tance of their work to the French

numismatic community, the authors

have treated the coinages of medieval

and early modem France with much

more detail than they might have

received in an English, German or

Italian language numismatic dictio-

nary. The encyclopaedic entries

devoted to the duchies and counties

of the French feudal period are espe-

cially remarkable for the detail of

their information. Every region,

from Anjou to Touraine, is represent-

ed with historical overviews of the

various local rulers and their

coinages, making these entries espe-

cially useful as points of departure

for deeper research into the monetary

history of medieval France. These

listings account for a little more than

half of all of the dictionary’s ency-

clopaedia-style entries, the remainder

of which are devoted to the numis-

matic history of larger states from the

middle ages to modem times (i.e.

"Espagne," “Chinoises (monnaies),”

etc.) or the periods of antiquity (i.e.

“Greques (monnaies),” "Romaines

(monnaies),” "Byzantines (mon-

naies),” etc.).

Ancient and early medieval French

subjects are very well represented

through the encyclopaedic entries for

"Gauloises (monnaies),”

"Merovingiennes (monnaies)” and

“Carolingiennes (monnaies),” and

shorter listings for the Frankish kings

(i.e. “Pepin le Bref,” “Charlemagne”

etc.) as well as the numerous western

European Celtic tribes and rulers (i.e.

“Vercingetorix,”
“Cadurqes,”“Atrebates” etc.) who
issued coins. Unfortunately, entries

dealing with the coinage of the con-

temporary British Celts, including

the popular issues of the Eceni tribe

and Cunobelin (Shakespeare’s

Cymbeline), are largely absent from

the dictionary.

The early modem and modem peri-

ods of French numismatic history

also receive a high level of treatment

through the inclusion of entries for

ancien regime institutions, such as

the “Cour de Monnaies” and the

“general provincial,” and modern

institutions and developments, such

as the “Banque de France,” the

“Office Indochinois de Changes

(OIC),” “SEL (System d’Echange

Local)” and even the “trafic des pias-

tres” scandal of the early 1950s. A
further indication of the forethought

of the editors is that the alphabetic

mint-marks (“letter(s) d’ atelier”) of

the various French regional mints

receive their own entries. For exam-

ple, under “BB” we learn that this

was the mark of Strasbourg from

1693 to 1870. Similarly, if we look

under “G” we discover that this mark

represented Poitiers from 1540 to

1772 and Geneva from 1799 to 1805.

The usefulness of such information

for students of French coinage virtu-

ally goes without saying.

Although there is certainly a special

emphasis on French monetary and

financial history throughout, the

entries concerning pre-modem mone-

tary systems and denominations,

w hich make up the bulk of the dictio-

nary. are impressively broad in their

scope and interest. “Les systfcmes

mondtaires anciens les plus impor-

tants,” such as the “denier,” the

“ducat” and the “thaler.” are selected

for extensive coverage, because of

their international status or influence

on later monetary developments.

Such important coinages often

receive a general description of their

types and the circumstances of their

introduction, followed by an exhaus-

tive listing of their varieties. For

example, under the denomination

heading “ducat,” the reader can find

all 14 varieties of the ducat, primari-

ly differentiated by the saints who

appear on their reverses. However,

the authors do not limit themselves to

the great coinages of Europe from

antiquity to the early modem period,

but also covering most coinages and

currency used in different parts of the

world at various times. The entries

range from the well known and influ-

ential, such as the “wuzhu” of ancient

China or the “dirhem” of the

medieval Islamic states, to the

obscure and ephemeral, such as the

“card money” issued by the colonial

authorities in French Canada in 1685

and the “blob” money of nineteenth

century Ceylon. Larger ency-

clopaedic entries (i.e. “Romaines

(monnaies),” “Chinoises (mon-

naies),” “Arabes (monnaies)” etc.)

dealing with particular regions or

periods offer an historical framework

for the various individual denomina-

tion listings. Although most major

areas are covered in this manner, an

encyclopaedic entry would have been

helpful for Africa, with its host of

interesting local media of exchange,

and perhaps the Americas.

Nevertheless, the Dictionnaire de

numismatique is truly a conucopiae

of coin denominations, with some-

thing to interest both the specialist

and the neophyte. The usefulness of

the book as a reference is fairly obvi-

ous, but it is also enjoyable and edu-

cational to sit down with it. allow it

open where it may. and simply read

an entry or two.

Every modem country has its own

listing in the dictionary with a short

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC SOCIETY
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description of the various denomina-

tions currently used in each. The

denominations themselves also

receive brief entries identifying the

country or countries in which they

are used and providing the names for

any fractional denominations. In

some cases it might have been useful

to expand these entries by one or two

sentences in order to offer some

insight into the historical importance

of some of the modern denomination-

al names. For example “pruta” is

identified as the fraction of the Israeli

lirah from 1949 to 1958, but there is

no mention that the name was

derived from the ancient Jewish pru-

tah, a denomination struck in abun-

dance by the Hasmonean kings and

the factions of the First Revolt

against Rome. Similarly, the entry

for “kuna”, the main denomination of

Croatia after 1994, fails to mention

the origin of the name as a Slavic

term for the marten pelts frequently

used as a medium of exchange in the

medieval period. Curiously, these

very animal furs and their function in

late medieval Slavic economies are

described under the separate entry,

“kouna”, without any cross-reference

to the “kuna” listing.

The large number of technical terms

for stylistic features (e.g. “cliche,”

“encastrement” etc.) and the equip-

ment used in coin production (e.g.

“balancier,” “coin” etc.), as well as

fiscal processes (e.g. “demonetisa-

tion,” “cours force” etc.), included in

the dictionary also make the work an

important handbook of French

numismatic terminology. Although

these entries, as well as the larger list-

ings for “numismate” and “numisma-

tique,” will be of use to anyone inter-

ested in the science of numismatics,

they are particularly helpful to

researchers, for whom French may

not be their mother tongue.

Technical numismatic terms are

rarely treated well, if at all, in transla-

tion dictionaries or even standard

French language dictionaries, thereby

making the Dictionnaire de numis-

matique an invaluable reference

when reading other numismatic

books and articles written in French.

The entries devoted to important

figures in numismatics are primarily

limited to the great numismatic

scholars and notable collectors of

Europe in the nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries. Obvious for

inclusion in this category are Ernest

Babelon, Friedrich Imhoof-Blumer

and Barclay Head. There is even an

entry for “Cabinet (des medailles)”

which provides an interesting history

of the institution from the eighteenth

century to modern times. The only

non-European figure singled-out as

one of the great numismatists is Ding

Fubao, the father of the scientific

study of Chinese coinage. To some

degree, these listings must reflect the

personal heroes of the authors and

therefore they should be forgiven for

omitting figures that others might

have included. For example, the pre-

sent reviewer would have included

the American, E.T. Newell, for his

pioneering studies of Seleucid,

Alexandrine and other Hellenistic

coinages. However, greatness is

always a subjective quality. Entries

for the infamous counterfeiters, Carl

Wilhelm Becker and Constantin

Christodoulos, are also included

because of the great impact that their

forgeries have had on both museum

and private collections.

In addition to the great numisma-

tists, listings are provided for a few

notable die engravers, such as

Augustin Dupre, famous for the types

used on the Libertas Americana

medals and the Hercules types of the

French Republic: Nicolas Briot, well-

known for the design of crowns and

half-crowns under Charles I of

England: and a host of engravers

from Greek Sicily who signed their

dies in the fifth century BC. Again,

the group could, and perhaps should.

have been expanded to include a larg-

er sample of the world’s great medal-

lie artists. From an American per-

spective, surely Augustus Saint-

Gaudens, the celebrated redesigner of

the US eagle and double eagle, if not

Ephraim Brasher, famous for his

early doubloon designs, can reason-

ably be classed with the likes of

Dupre and Briot. No doubt many

others from different countries are

also worthy of inclusion in this cate-

gory of entries.

Over five hundred black and white

photographs throughout the book

admirably illustrate the various coins,

paper money, and related objects

described in the entries. Although

most of the photographs depict indi-

vidual pieces in some cases several

examples of important or especially

interesting denominations are shown

together in order to illustrate their

development over time or in different

regions. The pictures (pp. 508-509)

associated with the entry for “rouble”

present a visual history of the denom-

ination from its origin as a stamped

silver ingot to a modern coin.

Likewise, the illustrations (p. 455)

for “piastre” show the various forms

of the denomination in different

regions and periods including the

Papal States of the sixteenth century,

the Spanish American colonies of the

seventeenth century and British

Cyprus and the Ottoman Empire of

the nineteenth century. Similar

groups of photographs used to illus-

trate the development of denomina-

tions are provided with the entries for

“denier,” “ducat,” “Etats de

rEglise,”“florin,” “franc,” “hardi.”

“imitations,” “klippe,” “pistole” and

“thaler.” This sort of visual organiza-

tion served as an inspiration for some

of the displays in the American

Numismatic Society's current

“Drachmas, Doubloons and Dollars”

exhibit. It should be added that not

only do the images in Dictionnaire de

numismatique provide attractive
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Books From

Zecca: Mint of Venice in Middle Ages
By Alan M. Stahl

This is the first book to study in detail the workings of a pre-modem

mint. Based on two coin hoards of 5,000 and 14,000 coins, documentary

evidence and scientific analysis, Stahl presents a history of Zecca from its

origins in the 9th century to 1423 and the dominance of this Venetian cur-

rency in Mediterranean trade. Subsequent sections focus on the mecha-

nisms of controlling the bullion and the role of the mint and the coinage

it produced in Venetian trade and government. The processes by which the

bullion was transformed into coins, the personnel involved, lists of hold-

ers of offices at the mint and summaries of the major coin types, are all

included. 497p (Johns Hopkins UP 2000)

ISBN 0801 86383X. Hardback. Publisher’s Price US $68.00.

ANS Member Price $ 47.60

Teem
THE MINT OF VENICE IN

THE MIDDLE AGES

Hacksilber to Coinage: New Insights into the
Monetary History of the Near East and Greece
Edited by Miriam Balmuth

Ancient Near Eastern hoards of randomly shaped silver pieces, generi-

cally called Hacksilber, have come increasingly to be interpreted as

hoards of pre-coinage currency. These papers present new insights into

the circulation and use of these hoards, drawing on new scientific and

documentary analyses. The authors explore the important question of how

roughly hacked material gradually evolved into pre-weighed and stamped

coinage; the foundation of all modem monetary systems. Contents: The

silver hoard from Tel Dor (Ephraim Stem); The Tel Mique-Ekron silver

hoards: The Assyrian and Phoenician connections (Seymour Gitin and

Amir Golani); The Silver Trail: response to the papers of Ephraim Stern

and Seymour Gitlin (William G Dever); The impact on the natural sci-

ences of Hacksilber and early silver coinage (Zofia A Stos-Gale); The

conceptual prehistory of money and its impact on the Greek economy

(David M Schaps); Observations on monetary instruments in pre-coinage

Greece (John H Kroll); Analyzing and interpreting the metallurgy of early

electrum coins (Paul T Keyser and David D Clark); Remarks on the value

and standards of early electrum coins (Robert Wallace). 136p, 32 b/w pis

& figs (American Numismatic Society, Numismatic Studies No. 24.

2001 )

ISBN 0897222814. Hardback. Publisher’s Price US $50.00.

ANS Member Price $35



Perspectives on the Renaissance Medal
Edited Scher, Stephen K.

This beautifully illustrated volume contains papers delivered at two sym-

posia held in conjunction with the exhibition "The Currency of Fame:

Portrait Medals of the Renaissance", which was shown at the Frick

Collection in New York, the National Gallery in Washington, D.C., and the

National Gallery of Scotland in Edinburgh. The papers cover a wide vari-

ety of topics and new interpretations of all aspects of the Renaissance

Medal and related objects. The volume’s contributors are Philip Attwood,

John Cunnally, Mark Jones, Kristen Lippincott, Hermann Maue, J. Graham

Pollard, Stephen K. Scher, Jeffrey Chipps Smith, Alan M. Stahl, Raymond

B. Waddington, Louis Alexander Waldman, and Joanna Woods-Marsden.

240p. (American Numismatic Society, Numismatic Studies No. 23, 2000)

ISBN 0815320744. Flardback. Publishers price US $52.00,

DBBC and ANS Member Price US $24.98

Silver Coinage with the Types of Aesillas the
Quaestor
By Robert A. Bauslaugh

A thorough catalogue of the coinage of Aesillas the Quaestor. Contents

include: a preface, abbreviations, an introduction, the catalogue, metrology

and production controls, overstrikes, hoards and circulation, a conclusion,

indices and plates. 119p, 15 b/w pis (The American Numismatic Society,

New York 2000)

ISBN 0897222695. Hardback. Publishers price US $85.00,

DBBC and ANS Member Price US $29.98
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AESILLAS THE QUAESTOR

BY

ROBERT A. BAUSLAUGH
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THE AMERICAN NUMISMATIC tOCICTY
NEW YORK

All ANS publications are available through the ANS’s Book Distributor

The David Brown Book Co.,
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Oakville CT 06779
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Oxbow Books
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When ordering just quote your ANS Membership number.

Please visit us also at the ANA World of Money Fair in New York from
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examples of the items described in

the text, but they also represent a tan-

talizing sample of the fine material

contained in the holdings of the

Cabinet des medailles de la

Bibliotheque nationale de France.

Despite the omissions that are

almost unavoidable in a work of this

kind, Dictionnaire de numismatique

admirably fills the need for an up-to-

date French language general numis-

matic dictionary and offers some-

NUMISMATICS.ORG

Continued from page 34

ally an abbreviation the standard

catalog used to describe the coins in a

series followed by a number that

identifies that particular type.

Searching for ’c.44.*' in the Roman
department will bring up all the vari-

ants of Crawford's type 44, which is

associated with the initiation of the

denarius system in approximately

2 1 1 BC. Note that you can include a

at the end of search terms to find

all words that begin with certain

characters. This feature will work in

thing for everyone, whether a student

of the money of feudal France, an

enthusiast of ancient Roman coins, or

a collector of modem currency. The

work does what any good dictionary

should do: While informing the read-

er through its entries, it also instils a

desire to learn even more. There can

be very little doubt that Dictionnaire

de numismatique has accomplished

the goals set for it by the authors and

that they have indeed rendered a

most fields.

'Accession Number' allows you to

search on the unique number that we
assign to each object. Why would

you want to do this? Try searching

for accession numbers that begin

with '200' for which there are images

available. Do this by typing '200*',

without the quotes, into ‘Accession

Number.’ Then click the 'Image

Available' box. Initiating this search

by clicking the 'Find' button will gen-

erate a list of the objects given to the

Society since fiscal year 2000 for

which images are available. This is

over 200 objects, many of which are

valuable service to a large public of

“etudiants, de chercheurs, de collec-

tioneurs, de passionnes d’histoire (p.

vii).” It is hoped by this reviewer that

through works of this kind even some

members of the general public, who
fall into none of the above categories,

may find some small “passion de

numismatique” in themselves, not

unlike that which bums inside all of

us.

interesting and important additions to

the collections. This search is not just

an example of the flexibility that the

'Search by Fields' form allows. It also

shows how quickly new donations to

the Society become part of the pub-

licly available numismatic record.

These examples show only part of

the utility of the ANS search tools.

Next time I'll continue this tour of the

database w ith a focus on searching by

date and on using the Society's col-

lection of digital images. Until then

please use the database and send me
your reactions.

The American Numismatic Society Invites You To View Our Exhibit:

Drachmas, Doubloons and Dollars:

The History Of Money
At The Federal Reserve bank of New York, 33 Liberty Street

On Display are more than 800 examples of

the Society’s noted collection of one million coins, bills and

other forms or currency including the Brasher doubloon,

a Confederate States half dollar and the famed 20-dollar

gold piece designed by Augustus Saint-Gaudens.

During the World’s Fair of Money, bus transportation is provided from the Marriott Marquis

to the Federal Reserve Bank at 2:00 p.m. on July 31, August 1 and 2.

The American Numismatic Society Members Breakfast
Friday August 2, At The Marriott Marquis Sky Lobby 16th Floor

8.00am- 10.00am • Please RSVP 212-234-3130 ext.243
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